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INTRODUCTION

The current status of mathematics teacher education is largely the effect of
the past, especially the recent past since about 1960; and the future will be
affected by the concerns of the presentperformance:based teacher education
(PBTE), competency-based teacher education (CBTE), accountability, basic skills,
declining test scores, tests of minimal competencies, etc. Ilirojections for teacher

tion programs in mathematics must clearly address these effects.
.74

. ..
e uca.

.:- ., r
.4"4 Mathematics teaching today faces the future with little real certainty .of its

.+4

goals.and little optimism concerning its potential effectiveness; this bleak outlook
has resulted largely from the lack of hard research data as a basis for making deci-i.
sions. It is not surprising that in May 1974 the Conference Board of the Mathe-
matical Sciences appointed a National Advisory Committee on Mathematical Edu-
cation (NACOME) to prepare an overview and analysis of U.S, school-level math- .
ematical education including its objectives, 'current practitei, and attainments.

-. The resulting document, the NACOME repoit, capitalized upon, several current
nationwide' research projects and clearly has significant and far-reaching implica-
tions for mathematics teacher education at all levels-. It prAdes the central theme,..
or core for Mathematics Teacher Education: Critical Issues and Trends. A criori
knowledge of the NACOME report is not a prerequisite fin-reading this publica-
ton, however, since' the chapt4rs contributed are directed at Selected issues and
'ate not intended to be reactions to the report.

..

The initial 'chapter, "Mathematics Teacher Education0 cfr-tn.Overview in P
spective;" is. included to present a resefirch-supported discussion at sevbrartimely,
topics facing mathematics educators. These, issues are by no means intended tobe
exhaustive and, in a sense, they are level-free. With this foundation, a general dis-
cussion of mathematics teacher education follows and concludes with the specific
pre-service and in-service teacher training -recommendations o/ the NACOME
report. '

Kathryn Castle-'prepared the hapter' entitled "SuggeStions for Kindergarten
Mathematics Teacher Educatio ' Reflecting expertise in early childhood educi-
tion, ;he. has provided an overview of kindergarten teacher education followed by.
some suggeitions for teaching mathematics and logic in the kindergarten. The
theme is that teachei preparation in mathematics has been neglected at the kinder-
garten level. A Ancentration on the social transmission ormathematics facts has....

Jailed and will confinue.to-fdil to produce individuals capable of,thinking in new
ways and inventing new 'solutions to problems which confront us in the
future. Kindergarten mathematics programs and education programs are

® required that stress the need to capitalize on the child's intrinsic motivation to
learn mathematics concepts and to facilitate the developihent of thecapacity for
logical thought. -

.

John Mihalko has documented his many years of classroom experience in
the. chapter, "The Answer to 'the Prophets of Doom': Mathematics teacher
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Education." He presents a brief overview of the era of "new math" and then dis.
ctAses math anxiety, indiiridualizatipn, and learning theory as they relate to math- ,
ematics teacher education.

z- /
Frank Rogers, :a consultant in mathematics in the Lansing Public Schools,

prepared the chapter. entitled "Specifications for the Training of a eacher of
General Mathematics in JUnior and Senior High Schools: A Recommendation of
the Michigan Council of Teachers of Mathematics Directed to t e Teae- hex Train-
ing Institutions of Michigan." Teacher training in mathematics re uires, and will
continue tq, require, many more ,hours of clinical experiences, i.e., many more
hours of on-the-job exposure to real students at the grade levels that pre-service
students:1re preparing themselves to teach. Thischapter includes/specific sugges-
tions as to how these clinical experiences can be structured and/where theslasi-
room hours in pure mathematics classes can be rearranged to)nake tinie,Tor them:

./... /. ,

.Karen Skul is chapter', "Comments 9n a K-12 In-Service cpurs ," is a
descriptiOn grOuate in:se-I:vice workihop offered at the State Universi Col-
lege .of Arts Pience in Geneseo,New York, in whichelemen4ary 'ease Ond-
ary teachers ,explore concerns and issues they share regarding the teachin of
mathematics. . . .,

/
,.;

'T / ' 6
Earl Hasz develOped the chapter, "The Urban-Bound Mathernatiegfreacher."

His focus is on the secondary mathematics teacher eduo.ati4 curriculum 'at Metro-
, A / 'V

politan State College ip Denver and its raison d'etre:
,/ - ,, ,,

The experiences And current activities of the panel of contributors are clearly
different and diverse, thereby Providing the r/ader.with' a variety of positions to
consider..1Ye hope that the overviews, 'position papers, and program desqiptions
presented in Mathematics Teacher Educatiin: Critical Issues and Trends conkb-
ute to a more objective base for makthg decisions in mathematics teacher education.

. //

' Y.
DOUGLAS B. AICHELE



MATHEMATICS,TEACHER EDUCATIONL,
,AN OVERVIEW PERSPECTIVE

. -) I .

Douglas B. Aichele, Professor of Curriculum and Instruction and Matimatics,
and Director of Studeht Teaching,'

li Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, _Oklahoma

If we were to t giie a scouting report-on the current status of mathe-
matics teacher educati n, I suppose we would have to conclude that it is largely
the effect 'of the past, e pecially the recent past s e about 1960; and the future
will be affected by the concerns of the present4pfrmance-based teacher educa-
tion (PBTE), competency-base teacher education (CUTE), accountability, basic
skills, declining test scores, sts of Minimal competencies, etc. Projections for
teacher education pro m thematics clearly must address theie effects. '...

One of the pro ems in confronting any of these areas, however, concerns
real lack of hard res ch data For exampl , 'let's cpnsiaer t* mathematics ctir-,

. ,

iiculum. We cannot em to gain consensus n the geometry curriculum, or, more
generally, on exactly what 'mathematics should bj taught in American schools. If,
as mathematics, educators, we cannot seem' to agree on the content to be taught, "....!

how then can programs be designed and supported to prepare mlItlieeatigs teach-
ers? Quite clearly, this question is nat. fair as it does not relate the'whogstory.
It-does depict, however, concerns,that pare s, legislatprs, and the public entertain
inA general as they extrapolate rom their o athematical experiences 'to those
of their offspring, patrons; and friends., hL ,

`-.. .6
of It is impossible to consider the issues of mathematics teacher, education. in If

isolation. We must realize that the discipline of mathematics, as perceiveg by the
public and mkhematics educators alike, has undergone some very real criticismI'recently; and this ,criticism .alone has had extreme negative ;implications. During
the era of "new math," mathentat. educators assumAt 'a pro-active poSture.
There was a tremendqus spirit that reflected- curriculum developmen supported .

and justify these curriculum proposals and their influence on th mathematical
largely by state and federal agencies; there was little research.cond ted to assess

deirelopment of American youth as a Whole. This flurry of activity was overactive,
°

1

in some respects and perhaps reflected an overemphasis on such dimensions as .:

symbolism, vocabularyrand abstraction. It is also true that some of the less desk-
abliThy-products of the "new, math" era have been presented to the public in a

I. negative manner and have been erroneously generalized to all df mathematics.
Matheinatics historically has been thought difficult, uninteresting, and perhaps
terile by many people. So what was,new ill the 1960s? What was new was that

ents and the public in general were unable to understand, much less help-their
offspring with the mathematics being to ght in schools;furthermore, in addition
to anxious parekts, there were anxious. achers! It is no wonder that the result
was some pretty anxious student Are today's citizens supporting the anxieties
they experienced as students during the "new math" era?



In May 1974 the Conference Board of the MathematiNil Sciences appointed
a National Advisory CoMmittee on Mathematical Education (NACOME)' and
direbted the committee to prepare an overview and analysis of U.S. school-level
mathematical education including objectives, current gcactices, and attainments.
The composition of the coi'nmittee was extremely diverse with, present activities
of the membership spanning classroom teaching pf mathematics from eleipentary

-grades through graduate school,\mathematical research, pre- and in- service teacher
education;

\and

development and implementation projects, supervision of
curriculum \and instruction, and evaluation of "progr4ms in school mathematics
and teacher education. The activities of committee members also reflected experi-
ence in rural, suburban, arref urban schools from across the' United, States and

. several foreign count 'es. The finil report, of the committee, the NACOME report
(9), as released in 4975. One of its i'dcowmendation& speaks explicitly to the
issue f the "new Math" era and sets. the stage for the future.

1

In the creation, introduction, and support of mathematics programs,
neither 'teachers, eduoatignal administrators, pa ents,, nor the general
public should allow themselves to b 4 snip cited into false choices .

between.

)skills
old and new

/ skills and concepts
matheinatics

the concrete and the abstract .
intuition and formalism
structure and problem-solving l

nduction and deduction )
lita:,.,

The co&,of every mathematit's program\ should contain4 a -judicious
comNetion of both elements of each pair evith the balance, proportion,
and emphasis 'between the two being determined by the goalrof the'
program and by the nature, capabilities and, eircumstances,of the stu-

,: dents and teachers in the program.- , \

V -'
IFurthermcire, little is communicated by polarization of positions

about terms and slogans that have long since \lost agreed-upon meanings.,
Therefore, we recommend the term "new math" be limited in its use to", ,.

describe the multitude of mathematici education concerns and develo .,

. . ments al the period 195.5-1975 and that reference to cu ool
mathemiitics,' its status, its trends, and its probleniss%e made only in
such common-noun terms as the "present mathematics program," "cur-.
rent school,maikmatics," "contempbrary mathfinatics teaching," etc.
( 9 : 136.-37)

Discussions related to Karacterizing tnev) math" no longer exist as they did atf
one time. Professional trieetingeno longer support sessions-related to the topic;
the times are filled, with discussions-of other scapegoats such as basic\skills, tests
of milimal competence, and tile metric system. Hopefully, we fiaye learned some-
thing from the "pew math" era, and consequently we will be better able to enjoy

1.,
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increased public credibilit argelr as a result of communicating our positions on
future issues accurately an tjectively to the public at Large. If not, the future
will probably turn into a seq Tice of disasters which would make Alice -in Won-
derland appear a mat,

Release of the NACOME repo 75 was timed' to take advantage of the
results of the f t assessment in mathemati s (1972-73) Of the National Assess;
'ment of Educatio al ProgreFs (NAEP), a s rvey of course offerings and enroll-.
ments in public secondary schools during 1972:73-Of the National Center 'for
EducatiOnal Statistci (NCES),,a published survey in 1975 of the American Insti-
tutes for Research (AIR) entitled ,Computing ctivities in SecondarYiE ucation,
and a survey su'iported by the Association of ate Supervisors of, Mathematics
(ASSM). These documents provided a sound asis froM which a report could
evolve and perhaps represent a benchmark for the future.

Basic Skills and Tests of MinimatCompetence
s,P1

1

An iskte spoke; to in the N tOME'report whicji is much discussed'today
concerns the "basic skills." The report recommends

that every child is.entitled.to the mathe

ti
. .

tical competencies necessar,
for daily livinglit today's civilization, but- the concept of "basic skills"
essential to the consumer and the citizen (should/ be defined to include
more than computational skill also abilities, to dealtelligentlY with
statistical information, to' reason logically and think critically. (9:1 n

/Very few would disagree e spirit of this statement; the proble , hoyiever,
is that many individuals p ceive the gene I "basic skills" issue as t vehicle for
getting to the larger issue of "tests of ml iimal competency." One might legiti-
mately ask, /Are there basic skills of m atics?" If sa, what are they? Initially,
the task of enumerating these "basic'skills,," uminithey exist,:does not appear
to be such a difficult undertaking. However, the results of the ipclid Glonfer-
ence on Batic Mathemati: kills and Learning (1) clearly showed, it is difficulttO(perhaps even futile) to ;1 consensus.: on just what constitutes basic skills in
mathematics.

Now, taking ihe -issue one step further, school districts throw ui the 'coun-
try are currently i5volved in' assessing basic mathemaqal skills nd' then using
these assessments to develop tests of/minimal competence which Ultimately will
be used' to idegtify students who have not .developed they basic mathematicll

..skillswh'atever those skills area How did we ever get iffto such asrecdrious silt-
ation? It probably happened because we ,allowed some form of very narrow defi-
nition of basic skills to equate competerice u mathematics with ability to per -,
form mathemitical computations, a la the "four basic operations." And this
resulted from the media's misrepresentation of such forces as dedlining standard-

. ized test cores and college entrance examination scores, reaCt ns to the results
c of the National Assessinent,of-klucationalpipgress, rising co s of 'education and, the accountability movement, and 'trends .in mathematics Education emphasizing

instructional methods and alternatives rather than curriculum content.

to

,r.

P.
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Tile lack of cOeurphsus resulting front the Euclid confe nce by no means
. -

-
went unnoticed. Evp, though.anY attempt to gain universal a eement on a unique
set of basic.math,erfiatical skills is dOomed,Ahesaimpt to identify such skills.
be helpful to teachers parents, and-e public. The process of interacting ideas
ang.attempting to describe "basic skills" in light of past attempts; d then asiini-
Hating the:;resulting'ide \ is a worthwhile underaking. It illustrates the extreme
difficulty of the proble and ievdalrtitat what is "bas,ic" today' may not be
"b c , morrow. One organized response t the resulfs -of the Euclid- confer,,..,,
eri e dame, ro he National CoUncil of Sul4iyiscirS of MOhematics (13). Their
po 'tion paper did not take stand on the issue concerning test ng minima'com-
petenciers as a determinant fdr high-school,graduation. Instead, they identifivi
ten components .of c skill. that could serve as guidelines for state and locA
school isysterns coMering the\ establishment of minimum essential gradifations
requiretnents. Thyse are:,

1. .Pcoblent Solving
'

,300Learning tg,solve problems is the principal reason for studying'mach-
ematics. Problein solving. is the process of applying. previously
ecquired knolv,edge to new and unfamiliar situations. Solving word
problems in' tes4 is one orm of prom solving, but students also
should be facedwith ntextbook problems. Problem-solving strat-
.egies Involve: posing questions, analyzing situations, translating
l'esults, illustrating results, _drawing diagrams, and using trial and
error.. In Solvingproblenis, students need to bg able to apply the
rules of logic reeetssary to.arrive at valid conclusions. They mustabe

\ able to determine whtch facts are relevant. They should be unfear-
ful of arriving at tentative ,conclusions and they must beiwilling to
-sWect these conchlsion)s to scrutiny)

-e

2. Applying mathematics to everyday situations

. the use of mathemntic;ilinterrelated with all cmputation activi-
ties.' Students, Should. encourage'd to take everyday situ ions,
translate' them into mathematical expressions, solve the ma emat-
ics, and interpret th'e results in light of the initial situation.

3. Alertness to the reasonablen7ss of results
)

Due to arithmetic errors or other miWes, results of mathematical
work are sometimes wrong., Students should learn to inspect all
results and to check for reasekableriess in terms of the original
proilem, Pith: the increase in the use of calculating devices in
society, this skill is essential

k

4. Estimation and approximation

StU ts should be able to carryput rapid approximate calculations
Eby first rounding off mimbers. They should acquire some simple



e

techniques for estimating quantity, length, distance, weight; etc: It _

is also necessary to decide whin a'particular result is precise enough
for the purpose.at hand.

5. Appropriate computational skills

Stu nts should gain facility with addition, subtraction, rmoltiplica-
ti , and division with whole numbers and decimals. Today it myst-'

recognized that long, complicated, computations will qually, be
done with a calculator. Knowledge of single-digit number facts 'is -

essential and mental' arithmetic is a valuable skill. Moreover, tAere
are everyday situations which demand, recognition of,- and simple
computations with common fractions:

Because consumers continually deal with many situations that
involve percentage, the ability to recognize and tise percents should
be developed and maintained. 41114

Georrletry'

Saidents should, learn. the geol.,: tric concepts l they] will need to-
function effectively in the 3-di ensional world. They should have
kn wledge of concept's such as point, line,- plane, parallel,.and per-
pen icular. They should know basic'prdPeities of -ple geoinetric'
figures, particularly those properNeS whick,rela. to measurement
anEl problem-solving skills. They also must beat" to recognize simi-
larities and differences among objects': 4-

Measurernent
.

,

.tes a minimum skill, students should be able to measure distan;e,
weight, time pity, and temperature. Measurement of angles
and calctilations of simple areas and volumes' are also essential"'
`Students should be able to perform measurement both metric
and customary systems'using the appropriate tools

8. Reading, interpreting, and constructing tables, charts, and graphs

Students should know how to read and draw conclusions from
simple tables, maps, charts, and -grap)ts. They should be able to
condense numerical information iptO more manageable or mean-
ingful terrns by setting up simple 4b_les, -charts, and iraphs.

9. Using mathematics to. predict

.

Students should learn how- elementary notions, of probability are
used to determine the likelihood af.future events. They should

,learn to icyritifit situations where immediate past expeOnce does
not affect the likelihood of future event. They should becoine
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familiar with hols mathematics 0 usedto help make predictions
.8'!"' ,.,itsuch as'eleeflbn forecasts, '

. .

10. Corhputer Oteracy.

.
2.

r .

. In is Imporrant for all citizens to undeistana what Compgters can
and cannot .do, St4dOlis shduld bfilaware of the mellitykuses bf corn-
utemi in soci&y,.su41,as their use in teachingllearning,7',financial;
transactions,:andWorniationStorage and rety.eval. "mystique"
surrounding compttteA *is; distu4ink and can;piut perso0 with no-

4, andeistanding.ofcomputets at a disalvantage..TheciriereaSini use
of eomputeri bY:gOverninent, industry, and business demands' an
awareness of Caraputer/useS and limitations. (13 :20) . .

I " .7`1
" . .

Once again, it is important to remember that the; skills held as basic by our
society today are likely to change in ,the future. The dual syitems of measurement
with us today (English and Medic) will probably not be with us in ten years; the
role of hand4ield calculator's and. coTputing devices will greatly 'influence the
manner in which problems will be solved and the very nature and type of prob-
lems considered. We cannot afford to fall into the trap of believing that basic
skills are static and will nofchange with time and technological advances.

Some rather monument 4 curriculum recommendations were also presented
in the NACOME report. These recommendations appear to be reasonable and
rather essential features of a`contempotary mathematics curriculum.

P- That log4cal structure be unaintained as a framework for the study
\ of mathematics.

2. That concrete experiences be an integral part of the acquisition of
abstradt ideas.

3, That the opportunity be provided for students to apply mathemat-
ics in as wide a realm.as possiblein the social and n Etral scirces,
in consumer and cdreer relgted areas, as well as in any real life prob-
lems thatcan be subjectedto'mathematical analysis.

4. That familiarity with symbols, their uses, their formalities, their
limitations be developed and fostered in an approprificly propor-
tioned manner.-\N

S. T141 beginning no later than the end of the eighth grade, a calcula-
tor should be available for each mathematics student during each
mathematiCs class. Each student should be permitted to use the
calculator during all of his or her mathematical work including
tests:

13

'4,\

.tt



i%6, That t4 Pecogn ilidations of: the Conference Board of the Math-.
ematical Science,s 1972' committee regarding comptraPs' in second-'
ary schdol yri.6.41a be implemented. ;'

.../
a

.NACOME especially underlines recommendations: '
. '.- )

that ,all 'students, not only able students,' be ciffoPiledqhe o pot.:
(., `--- tunity to pat4ieipate'in computer science coLirses,

: . . ., . . ...

that' school use of computer's be exploited beyond ?he ro. of. ,
cotinputer assisted instruction or complt4r.management systems,

, 0,. ,

that' "computer' litethey" courses .invo e student "hands-on"'
experiences using computers. . ,.., '

.4.
,7. That a Chool systems give serious attention t lementation of

the: met system in measurement,instrUction an hat they re-, f.
examine the current instruction sequences'in fractions decintals
to fit the new priorities.-

15

,--04

8. 41,That instructional units dealing with statistieideasbe'' fitted
i-throughout the elementary and .secondary. .School curriculum.
0148-39)

. Several of these recommendations stress issues that are not new to mathe
matics educators, e.g., logical structure of mathematics, using concrete experi-
ences to acquire abstract ideas, symbolism in moderation, and application of
mathematics presented in a variety of settings. Positionson calculators, computer
literacy, statistics;and the metric system are necessary as these issues are already
very real. These recommendations provide us with a basis from which wg can
exercise leadership in the direction deemed most. appropriate.

r

National Assessment of Educational Progress

One/of the forces mentioned earlier that has tended to, have a negative u-
re

selected results from the 75. r its of the National Assessment of Educational
ence on cent devel m_ ents of sthool mathematics is media-publicity give to.

Progress (NAEP) (10, 11., 12). As a reault of testing done during 1972-73, these
reports describe achievement of 9, 14, 17 year olds, and young adults aged 26-35
in fifteen. content strands at six levels of behavioral complexity. The content 9f
the assessment was evaluated as appropriate for American schools by scholars,
lay persons and edueators. Clearly; this first assessment doet not provide all the
answers. It does, however, identity topics LI the curriculum that should be given
increased emphasis. Furthermore, the particular results on the computation part
of the assessment do, not support the allegations that basic skills seriously deteri-
orated during the "new math" era (9:118). On the other hand, the reports sug;
gest that the curriculum should reflect more attention to the basic concepts
related to measurement and pioblem analysis (9:118).r\

O
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illirIt would be impOssib,w to review all of the findings of this- first assessment.
% - UnCortunately,' the results of such studies too,-offen go .1noticed. I strongly sug-

.-- st that as mathematics departments within school distriCts contemplatesurricu-,
lum revision they\ttilize these NAEP results. This would heti) to eliminate some

,'. "
.- a

Of the negates comments frequently espoused by secondary.' mathenutics teach-
ers related to poor job their counterparts are doing at/the middle school or .

A junior high sch000l leVel; it would ,so provide some hard research data in support
'f curriculum revision. Knowledge of these results is not resicted to public
chool teachers. -Quite the contrarythese results proVidecthe most current analY-

sis all (1c-scription qf the methsAnst,, abilifiec J. a cross-section of Ameficans.
Mathematics educeors at all tcvels sholild be timiliar with them and be eagerly
awaiting the- reports of` the second assessment.

11' ..

Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline NN
. t

Another negative force mentioned earlier was media publiCitniven to declin-
.

ing ,standardiied testacores and college entrance examination snores auring the
past two deeades. The causes for the decline in the performance of enteringCol-
lege students on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) were studied by a panel
appointed in 1975 by the College Entrance Examination Bo 'rd (CEEB). This
panel, under-the chairmanship of Willard Wirtz, made its report
1977 (2): Briefly, the SAT has been used for over fifty ye o help determine
high school students' preparedness forcollege. The test includes Iwo parts, Verbal
and. Mathematical, each computed and reported separately on a scale of 200-800.
The mathematical portion measures students' problem-solving ability in three
areasarithmetic reasoning, elementary algebra, and: geometry (2:3). In 1952Athe
SAT-Mathematical average for all test-takers was 494 (2:6). These scores remained
relatively stable for the period 1952-63 although a slight increase was reported in
1963 when the average was up 8 points to 502 (2:6). The decline began in 1964
on both the SAT-Mathematical and SAT-Verbal. It remained relatively gradual
until about 1970 and became sharper after that, especially on the SAT-Vt#41.
The 'past two',years have suggested a possible leveling out; tip SAT-Matheniatical

a in i977 was 471. for all test-faked (2:6). ,

et,
The panel concentrated on the period 1963-77, obserVing a decline o

points on the mathematical portion and 49 points on the verbal portion. In te
of standard deViations, the decline in scores means that only about a third of the
1977 test - takers did twell as half of thgte who took the SAT in 1963 Q:5). It is
Very difficult to determine 'precisely h6w much worse students are doing now .

than their counterparts did-earlier. This decline is nothing to be taken lightly,
however, especially when it-followed a period with relatively..stable scoreseven
slightly increasing scores. '' . . .,

. ,

The panel diagnosed the causal factors of the score decline as falling into two
categories or stages. These categories are actually so differentothat it may. be best
to think in terms of two score declines. One decline is directly related to changes
in the SAT-taking p9ptilation"compositional" changes. The data gathered by
the panel indicated that starting in about the mid-1960s, cumulatively larger

Y.

.1

.
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perCentages of students with coMparaikviely lower high school grade averagevvere
going oil to college..The Act freshmariNatiOnal Norm study shows this dactly, ....:.

as do the AT Student Profile date; fey-those students taking that college entrance
examination, (2:14). Most-pro tijibly two-t;irds to, three-foufthsof the SAT
score decliiie from 1963-70 was related to the -"cortipositionar changes in the '
groui5.;bein tested (2:45); these score averages measures a different and broader

.,..cross section f students than theyAid in the pag. This period was clearly one of
-expansion e number and proporti& of students coinpliting Iligh,.actool and

". reflected the na ional spirit of eNtended.educational opportunity*-Thepaneldoes
" '1 qtribith' the score decline during this period solely to the (aCtorthat an in-
,seabed percentagq of lower-scoring groups started. taking the test, llowever

L 'What the decline reflects is the incompleteness .so farof the national undertaking
to afford meaningful equality..of educatianalappOrtunity."- (2:45) 1

, -, °
1 ,

It-is much more difficult to characterize the, causes for the scare decline after
1970; however, the composition of the SAT- taking population has becolie in

4stabilized (2:46)1 There is eiidence that prior to 1970 there were emerging sigiis
of "pervasive" influences which went .beyond the "compositional" changes. The
panel attributed about a qu er of the decline since 1970 to those "composi-.
tional" factots related to ch ging niembership in the population being tested.
This suggests that about ,half f the. decline may be attributed to .a broad collec-
tion of factors identified as'p rvasive." Briefly stated, these are:

1; , There has been a signifi dispersal of learning.activities AM' ern- .

phesis in the schools; reflected particularly in-the adding ofmany
elective courses and a reduction of the number of course's that all
students alike are required to take. . . . ti. ..*

2. There is clearly observable evidence of diminished seriousness of
purpose and attention to mastery of skills and, knowledge in the
learning process as it proceeds in the schools, the home, ancl the
society genethlly. This takes a variety of apparently disparate but
actually interrelated forms: automatic grade-to-grade promotions,
grade. inflation, the tolerance of increased absenteeism,' thp lower-
ing of the demand levels of textbooks and other leaching aid learn-
ing materials, the reduction of homework, the lowering of college
entrance standards, and the inclusion of "femedial" courses in post:-
secondary education. 4 -

Each of these issues presents its own quandary. We are not suggest-
ing siinplistic "solutions" throug hick all students are treated
alike by being held in a' grade until ey r ach a common standard
. . . The only right answer into va instructional prckess still
more to take Jaccount of increased i div dual differences, but with-
dut lowering standards. . . .

3. Particularly because of the impact of television, but as a conse-
.quence of other developments as well, a Nod deal more of most

of

1

.1
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1 ,

.f.
shildren is learning now develops through viewing and listening than '..
thrOugh traditional modes. Little ` IS known yet aboia the:effects,ofr. this change, including its relationship to Nperformance levels on.

f standardizfd e.xamations. .>
d ,

'1." ;
,

A

the
,

We surmfte that extensive ime &intoned by television detracts f
71,"Zuzfrom homewcLeoMpetes wit .schopling more genera , has. Y

IL'r/5".7r..t:'
contributed to the decline in SAT score.averages. Yet we are on-
vinced- that tehRision and related forms of rommkinication give the 4,..',.,

e

future of learning Os greatest prorhise.: . ,..

4. Theire have tinquestionably been.changes, during t e period relating
- . to score decline, in the role of the faVyln. the qricational Proc-

1 ,
eis. Social Sensitivity has pre4ided thorough inquiry into this Sea,. -

,

' 'so that anly the readily Qbseryabie Structural changes can benoted:
the rapidly increasing number and -percentage of children, for exam- ,

ple, in leis than-complete families: While evidence isnot available to
determine the effect IV thesechpnogs ,on students' college entrance
examination scores, oureolij cture L that it is negative.

,V

-I'

5. The concentration of score es in the three-year peritid be-
tWeen 1972 and 1975 leads the, panel to suspect strongly that one
'important element here was the disruPtpn in. the life of the coun-
try during the time when those groupeof, test takers were, getting
ready.for their college entrance exadinations+

sr lk
For whatever combination of reasons, there has been an apparent
marked diminution of young people's learning motivation, atleast
as it appears to be relaked, directly or indirectly, to their perform=
ante on college entrance examinations: Although this may be largely
only another dimension of the preceding points, it is perhaps most
significant of all that during the past 10 years the curve of the SAT
scores has followed very clately the curve of the entire nation's
spirits and self-esteem and sense of purpoie. (2:46-48)

,,With all due respect to the panel, they attempted only to analyze the declin-
ing 8AT scores; they charged with making recommendations designed to

_reverse the 'decline. This the responsibility of others. It is being fulfilled in part
by the recommendations formulatefl.by 4 joint committee of the Mathematical
Association of Ametica (MAA) and the'National Council of Teachers of Mathe-

3 matics (NCTM). This' committee's recommendations are:
I '

1. Proficient iri mathematics cannot be acquired without. dividual
practie; We, therefore, endorse the common practice of making
regular assignments to be completed outside of class. We recom-
mend that parentPencourage their children to set aside sufficient
time each day to complete .these assignments and that parents
actively support the request of teachers that homework be turned .6

.
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in. Students-should be etkouraged to develop good study habits in
mathematics courses at'all levels and should develop the ability to

d inatherna-tics.
)f

Z ilomewurli and drill are very important pedagogical tools used to.
kelp the student gain undiiskinding as well as proficiency in th'e '-
skills of arithmetic and akehra;but ,ctridents Anuld ?int hr ;,,, ,..
with rl ^evrive or 6; , .. therefu,,, rtveuttitricru mat

syteacher,) and akii.k);v, ::, text000ks,,Vtep up theii match o interest -
\. ing problems that provide ofiportunily to apply theie skills. We

realize OW; this is g d4fficult task, but we believe that providinrb'
problems that reinforce manipulate skills as a by-product should . ..,

_ have hi4 priority, especially thok that show that mathematic's
helps so A problems in the real world. . , i'

x,.
, ,}_

3. We are aware that teachers-must struggle to Maintain standards of
.

performance in' courses at all levels from kindergarten through col -,
'lege and that serious grade inflation' hasten observed. Anapparent
growing trend to. reward effort'or attendance rather ?Ilan achieve- -
ment has been making it increasirigk difficult for mathematics
teachers to maintain standards. We recomme d at mathematics,
'departments review evaluation procedures to insure that grades
reflect student achievement. FUrther, we' urge dministrators. to sup-

_ .port teachers in this endeavor.

.

4.- In light of 3 abov , we al6o recognize' that-advancement 'of students'
.

without appropr to achievement has a detrimental effect on the
individual stud nt and on the entire class. We, therefore, recont-
mend that school districts make specialprovisions to assist students
when deficiencies are first noted.'

5. We recommend that cumulative evaluations be given throughout
each course, as well us at its completion, to all students. We believe
that the absence of cumulative evaluation promotes short-terM
learning. We strongly oppose the practice of exempting students
from evaluations.

_ 6. We _recommend that computers and hand calculators be used in
imaginative' ways to reinforce learning and to motivate the student
as proficiency in mathematics is gained. Calculators should blsed
to supplement rather than to supplant the study ofnecessary c m-
putational skills.

J
7. We recommend that colleges and universities administer placemint

examin4tions in Mathematics prior to final registration to aid stu-
, dents in selecting appropriate college courses.

We encourage tlitt continuation or, initiation of joint meetings of
college and secondary school mathematics Instructors and counselors

`r.
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in order to improve communication concerning mathematics pre-
requisites for careers, preparation of studeRts for collegiate mathe-
matics courses, joint curriculum coordinatine remedial ---vram,
in schonly and r.rillyr-

ig uj tri . scins, and ()titer related topics.

9. Schools should frequently review' their math atics curricula to see
that they ,meet the needs of their students in afing Item for
college mathematics. School districts that have not conducted a

. curriculum analysis' recently ulcl do so now, primarily to iden -.
tify topics in the curriculum, hich could be either omitted or. de::

emphgliged, if necessary; in order to prbvide'suffieient time for
the topics included n the ,above statement. We suggest that, for
example, the following could be de-emphasized or omitted if now
in the curriculum: \

\

(A)' logarithmic calculations that can better be handledby caku-
lators:dr computers,

(B) extensive solving of triangles in trigonometry,

(C) proofs of superfluous or trivial theorems in. geometry.

10. We recommend that algebraic concepts and skills be incorporated
wherever possible into geometry and other courses beyond algebra
to help students retain these concepts and skills. (8)

Mathematiks TeacheK Education

Now that we have presented a little more objective Peispotive in connectidgi
with baSic skills,; minimal competence, and declining achievement mathematica
we are in a better position to consider mathematics teacher edUcation*.a0nce again,
we must mention at the Outset that a lack of hard data related to programs, prac-
tices, requirements, and characteristics of the products tends to--claud the issues.

Let'S start, by taking a look at the situatidn prevailing at the elemen lev

The NCTM commissioned a study (14) concerning characteristics and t achi
practices of elementary; school teachers. Information was, obtained throu que
tionnaires from randomly, selected second and fifth grade -teachers. The over-

whelming con sion of. the -study was that mathematics teachers and mathe-
matics classroom ave c ged far less in the pait 15 yea, than was speculated.
The oversimplification noted is probably not too misleading:

91111t ;

.11

O

1, The "me 8n" teacher is a worh an under 40 years of age who has
been teaching 10 years or less. She has had two semesters of high
school' algebra, two of high school geometry, and two mathematics
courses plus One course in mathematics education in college. She
belongs to no association of mathematics teachers and has obse,rved

I ^
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. -it ..-...-hcmatics class thiee times at
r , hssi 4,111' 'Acivr, student teafher, and supervising

tutdier), but she believes that watching someone else teach mathe-
W?atics to children could improve her teaching. In contrast to, the
teachers. in they Berkeley study, she is likely to' find mathematics
easy and interesting to teach. y

,

2. The "median" classroom is self-contained. .Tht mathematics period
is ab-put 43 minutes long, and bout half of this time is devoted to
wriiten work. A single text ..psedsin whole-class instruction. The

t -is followedfairly closely or very cloSely, but students,are likely
gad tit most one br two ft,fges out ,61 every five pagesiof textitat

material .other lhan problems. It likely (hat the text, at least
as far as the students are concern , is primarily' a: source of prob-

;--km-lists. Teachers are essentially teaching the same way that °they', g'r
were taughl in schOol. Almost none of the concepts, methods, or
big ideas of mOdfrn mathemaftcs pragraMs; have appeared in.this;

. median classroom. (14:3302

21
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It appears that the typical elementary pre- service program today consists of
one or two courses m mathematics covering numb systems and perhaps some
informal geometry. and a method of teaching,. matheniatics course. To , some
extent the 1961 and 1966 recommendations of the MAA's ,Conunittee on the
Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM) (4,. 5) were influential even
though theif emphasis was restricted to the mathematical content component.
The .197i,CLIPM- recommendations (6) were clearly a revision of the earlier one
but still were directed at the content component of the teacher's preparation.

At the senior high school level, mathematics teacher preparatidn has changed
Avery:little since the: 1960s. There are a few exceptions; however; more students
are likely to have,been exposed to computers; probability and statistics, combina-
tories and applications, This situation is probably mg're related to technological
advances rather than premeditated curriculum revisioens even thougb..tliese areas
were mentioned in the 1971. CUPM recommendations. Of perennial concern to
the profession is the geometry preparation of high school mathematics teachers.;
A lack of consensus on the part of the mathematics 'education profession*'Ito
the kind of geometrbourses necessary for teachers as well as a waning comMit-
ment from 'mathematics departments account for much of this problem.

A recent study by Johnson and Byars (7) clearly indicates that much prog-
ress has been made by institutions of higher learning in meeting the CUPM recom-
mendations; and supports a need for more coursework in probability and statis-
tics, computer science, geometry, and applications. The study also cites a need for
experiences speCifically designed for the preparation of junior high sch ol mathe-
matics teachers, .

In 1973 the NCTM sponsored the Commission on Education of Teachers of
Mathematics (CETM) and subsequently published Guidelines for the Preparation

4;0
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of Teachers of Mathematics .(3). These guidelines are stated in terms of spet5fic
vIconpetencies and mathematical content, contributions of humanistic and behar-

ioral studiesAeaching and learning-theory with laboratory and clinical experiences,
.practicum and .precertification teaching. They were ntended to cover the full
spectrum of pre-service. elementary awl secondary teacher prep on. A corn-
parison of the 1971 CUPM recommewlatiOns ,and the 1973.t1 uidelines is
difficult beciuse of the difference in forinats. The conclusion f the NACOMk
report is that there appear to be,no conflicts in the extenebr emphasis tin particu-
lar topics, however; their judgment is pat the recornmendationkand guidelines
are compatible. Taken fogetlik they apieZtr to be the pert', gildelines for.use
in evaluating mathematical educatIon components, of teacher education programs.
Hopefu1I visitations from'ihe National Cduncil for:".Abereditaalon of Teacher
EduCation (NCATErreflect consistenkinvestigation of these prescribe(Qtaridards.

.

It seems clear that if we are ever to make any headWay; then, that mathe-
matics educators, rnalliernaticians, professional organizations, and accrediting
agenlies of certification must all coop.erate to produce-a:'.`cdrnpleie"-mathilnatics
`teacher, The. NACOlvtEbrepott recommendation concerned with pre-Ind in-service
teacher training presents. an accepfable position and a basis for the remaining
chapters of this book:

, ,
1. That professional orgdnizations Continue update and publish the

profession's view of the educational needs f mathematics teachers
and rat professional organizations take n active and aggressive
role in apprising decision-makers in teacher education, certification,
and accreditation of these yids. ; . .,

. 2 :. That a joint commission of NCTM and AA.be establisheil to pre- ).sent a united sition on requirements r the education of precol-
lege mathematics achers. ,

1 , - ''. ,--T, ,

3. That the professional organizationos in mathematics education take
initiatives to insure that mathematics educators. have a role in deci-
sions relating to the preparation of specialist teachers in special
education,. early -childhood education, bilingual, education, career
education and other areas in which mathematics is part of the cur-

1riculum. 1

4. That mathematics specialists with broad- and Jong-range perspective
concerning the ture of mathematics and its role in society (math-
ematicians and ma ematics educ ors) maintain a prominent role
in decisions conce ng the mathe
both in design of to cher educat
non of teachers.

tical competencies of teachers,
programa and in the gertifica-

Tliat neither teacher education nor Certification procedures be
based solely on competency- or performance-based criteria ivithottit
a soundempirical rationale.

1

st,
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z.64 -19rat the backgthund of instruetors'in both pre-service and in- service ..

courses for teachers include not only the "relevant 'mathematical
, cometence but .both current experience nd interest in tite math- ' o

emarcal curriculum oithe level thise teat ers will teach.

I

.

?

,

That, since the azi&esiftil implementation of a --thrust in schb ol ,
*_,,,.., mathematics deAnds on the reglisticacreeptance of that thrust by

teachers, programs seeping nationahacchitance must identify the se,.

factors (promoting such acceptJnce and integrgtg these into ,nn-
4____ service Workshops. Among the factors ,comidered shout be:

the conditions under which the -teacher, is attendin the iptitute,

the teac er's o orturzity to make input into the program,

the teach r's opp tunity to adapt methods -or materials to his
or her ay style of closroom,instruction,

=the opportunity to air mistivings andapprehensions and to brain-
storm; both future difficulties of .implementation and alternatives
for avoiding or handling them.

8. That school districts, teacher organizations, and sponsoring agencies'
of teacher education programi should work together to identify the
conditions that Will promote teacher participation in in-service pro-

'grams Possible factors might be released time, educational leave
time, university' credit, stipends, credits toward other negotiated
benefits, and incentives teaching materials.

9. That teacher educatiori placevmphasis in the following areas:

) the development of process abilities, that is, abilities in logical
reasoning and problem solving, a methods of developing
these abilities in children,-

k

b) development of teacher judgmental abilities to make intelli-
gent decisions abbir? curricular issues in the face of growing
outside pressure for fads and uninformed policy,

d recognition That skills, of statistical inference and the ability to
deal intelligently with collections of information are among the
essential vinimal skills required by every person, in today's
world, I

- . ..
0 .

d), appreciation of the .uses and applications o4' mathematics in
the' solution of '.'real world" problems, 1' ..

e), developmett f skills'in teaching. th effective,use of computing
0 and calculating machines in solving p bkmar -

3

Ao, ev,./
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. . .

. . . . ..
e f) for secondary teachers, 'literacy in at least one 'problem solvitg

prokrammink-cotZputer language and Bras of the issues in corn- -I
_J----- . r

c puter literacy, :>-
-- .

, 6. .,. 0.
7 g) 'preparation of new teachers to enter realistically the existing

'school systems atwelt, as to particiPate ,in emerging trends.
.

4 (9:13941)
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SUGGESTIONS FOR KINDERGARTEN
MATHEMATICS TEACHER EDUCATION

1.1
Kathryn Castle,-Assistant essor,

Department of Clirriculuth and ction,
Oklahoma State University, Sti Ilw Oklahoma

A'
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As a result of her extensive research. into recent trends of curriculum. devel-
opment, Weber (10:2) has described kindergarten as aPno-man's land" in Which
not much is happening in the field of education.. /lb

. ,

Although_ the(e has been much activity at the preschool and early primary
levels ( des one to three), innovative programs at the Icindergartu level have
been mofre an afterthought than a main concern. Many .cu reschool vpro-
grams, such as the Follow Through programs which developed an extension,
of Head Start have been designed'to be carried over into the kin rgarteti; while
early ary programs, many based 'on textbOok series, often attempt to extend
down to the kindergarten level. There are, however, few, if anY, specific model
kindergarten programs%

a

'

As an area of educaVonal specialization kindergarten been possessed by
no' one yet claimed by almost everyone. The kindergarten le 1 is tacked onto
several types of teaching certificates. Elementary certification often includes
kindergarten as the lowest level. In many states '(e.g., Oklahoma), elenientary
certification includes kindergarten through eighth grade.

' This also, tends to be true of early childhood education certification which
may include *mirsery school through second or third grade, or nursery school
through kindergarten, as in the state of Oklahoma. No m ter how they are
divided, teacher certification programs often overlap at the lcindergarten level.

As a result of overlapping certification, two basic channels or programs for
kindergarten teacher 'education have emerged: (1) elementary education and
(2) early childhood _education. These Programs differ in a number of ways in

eir approaches to teacher education generally and to mathematics teacher
ed cation specifitilly in terms of (a) their views of the discipline of mathematics,
(b) methods of teacher sreparation, and (c) teacher products of the programs..
These differences result inAlivergent views of the role of mIthematics in the
Icindergaiten. 4

The elementary teadfer education approach often-emphasizes mathemati4
as a distinct discipline and a separate area of the currictdumArThis approach
encourages future teachers to learn the structure of the disCipline and how to
teach it using- various current: methods and materials. The early childhood educa-
tion: approach generally fochses.oR the child as an area of study and encourages.
ftiture teachers to understand hor children learn mathematical concepts in order
to becoine a facilitator of the

a.
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These two different approaches are reflected in divergent etiassroom practices
by the two sets of teachers who emerge from the programs. The kindergarten
teacher from the elementary program trds to perceive kindergutert as a period

--df preparation for first grade and a tiine for children to become serious sabot the
1 arning Ifocess. Priority is plat on learning to sit- quietly, to pay attention;

toleavrto follow rules an aketzilders. Plait is regarded as an activity for out-
'de school lilts or for recess title. Children are often admoniihed to "act like

first:graders, not kindergarten ):abies." 7 l _

4 The kin teabher from/the early, childhooffe icationyrograt tends
to- exillnd: tie goals of nursery school; edjtcation into dergatten and views
kindergarten as an imOrtant time of initial adjustment to schoo)%ra\ther than as a

, period of preparation fOr.a*future level. Theemphagis is on providing a positive
firstra ol:experience-so that the child will enjoy school and want to learn. Play
is p ceived as a vehicle for learning:

ro

re
4

bfhet bas iffenCes surely in the.two approaches and deser0s, further
examination. 4

-Who Teaches in. the Kindergarten?

ll Probably most of the public school kindergarten teachers who are teaching
&day were trained in elementary teacher education Programs. Early childhood

- teacher education programs are increasing in number, however, and teachers from
these programs are being hired more frectuently for kindergarten teaching. In
some areas *where this ty of program has gained prominence, public school
administrators in charge of hiring are giving preference for kindergarten jobs to
teachkrs trained in these'programs. However, this tends to be the exception rather
than -the general practice. Very often, in- order to deal with budgetary problems
and decreasing enrollments, elementary teachers and even junior high school
teachers are. being reassigned lo,kindergartens in order to keep them etnployed.

ill general, there are basically two types Of pu 4 kindergarten teach-
ers: those trained in elementary programs and th rained in early childhood

_education programs.- These two types of teachers r not only in training but
afst in methods of teaching.

Difference's in Training: Many elementary teacher education programs
require a minimum of mathematics courses such agnSne course in _arithmetic for
teachers and -.another course in mathematics -methods. The former course =may
emphasize basitomputational skills and may or may not deal with educational
appliCations. The mathematici- methods course is usually aimed at teaching at
'the fourth grade level since certification may he kinder through eighth
grade: This "happy medium" approach does not teaciuthe student tea er,how to

r deal v;rith the- needs and abilities of the kindergarten -aged child. It i taken for
granted that somehoW 'de student teacher will lcnoW" how to -"water down" the
fourth grade rnathernatick curriculum to kindergarten level. The result is ofta
disastrous with children and teacher both becoming very frustrated and anxious71.
over mathematics:
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trementary teacher education programs require Many discipline-oriented

courses (suc as social studies and language arts) and tendto neglect or.only mm-
finally inc de child development courses. The major thrust is CM the separate
discipli Future teachers are :instructed to teach .subject matter rather than
child . While this approach may be appropriate 'for the Older child, it is not too
beneficial for the yoUnger child who is just le4rning to be a person involved in the
educational proass and who needs a.supportive adult whosunderstands the young
child's needs and capabilities.

In his discutsion of 'the role of the teacher of young children in mathematics
instruction, Spodek (9:153) states: 0

.t

Although she needs to be knoyedgeable of mathematics and of rneth-
odsofrteaching InUthematics,,,m0e,itripOrtant is her sensitivitylo
dten r

. ,

Copeland (3)-points Out that a major-problem in,,training elenrentarx teach-
ers is that they are more interested m teaching, subject matter than in teaching
children, primarily because their training fs in methods and content area rather,
than child development..

\,

. - Some elementary tekcher education programs do not Provide experiences in
working with children until the student feachingexperience which usually oc"Ciirs
during the fmal semester of the premram. Thesecent trend, however, seems to be
toward more field-based experiences with childremat earlier stages in the program.
While this appears to be a worthwhile trend, it would be even more beneficialif
the experiences were'at a variety"-of grade levels :ore those levels where the stu: ,

dent is more likely to be later employed as a teacher, A-student teacher whose
- experiences with children hale' been in fourth gradeor above may find it diffi-

cult to relaie to the kindergarten-aged child; and thi student teacher could vet?
Well become employed .as a kindergarten teacher. Many e mentary! education
student teachers placed m the kindergarten for s udent tea g comment that
they feel unprepared for the job and -frustr ted i their, attemptsto teach subject
matter to children .who won't "sit still and pay a tention.7

On the -other hand, early .c $1dhood teacher educat n programs tend to
emphasize understanding children and h w they learn. a result, many courses
M child development and .leanOg are re uired. Theirmajor thrust is to give stu-
dents an understanding of the needs and abilities of young children as they pass
from one stage of development to another. Theif emphasis is omteaching children
rather than subject matter. Their aim is to prepare students to better relate to
young children and provide for their needs..

Early childhood education programs are similar to elementary education
programs in requiring a minimum of matheMatics cOurseworlc. Early childhood
progrants, however, often combine mathematics methods with other curriculum
areas such as 'science or social studies. Although this may reduce the total amount
of mathematics exposure, it may also demonstrate the interrelatedness'of the vari-
ous curriculuni areas.
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While elementary education students suffer 'from the "water down" §yn-
- drotne, early childhood education students are exposed to the "water up" ap-

proach. They are required to apply what they have learned about nursery school
children and their instruction to the kindergarten child. This approach may result

gm activities which are not challenging enough to the older child and in unstruc-
red. unplanned programs.

Early childhood education students are often exposed early in the program
to experiences working with young children in university laboratory nursery
schools. However, they usually are not exposed to older children until student
teaching in the public schools which often occurs during the final semester of
the program. These student teachers, when placed in the kindergarten, often
comment that they are apprehensive about working with large groups of older
children since their experiences have been limited to situations with younger
children and lower student to adult ratios. Many have remarked to the author
that they feel inadequately prepared in music, science, and mathematics since
these areas seem to be less emphasized in their program.

Differences in Teaching Practices. These two approaches to teachereduca-
tion result in differences in teaching methods and mathematics instruction in the
classroom. The elementary education trained teacher concentrates more on teach-
ing content and subject matter w h will prepare the child for first grade instruc-
tion. The kindergarten teacher may feel pressure from the first grade teacher,
parents, or the principal, to halve children counting and doing simp arithmetic
Computations by the end of the year. To accomplish these goals, he/she ay use a
kindergarten or preschool component of a mathematics textbook series which has
been adopted for use in the upper grades. Workbboks and dittoed work sheets are
favored to provide mathematici activities and problems. The teacher may attempt
to teach the written symbols and verbal labels for numbers from one to one
hundred thrdugh drill and rote memory exercises. She/he may also set aside dcer-
tain period of the day, such as a thirty-minute period devoted solely to mathemat -'
ics instruction.

The teacher from the early childhood education program mizx not set aside a
specific time of the day for mathematics instruction, but may randomly attempt
to incorporate mathematics activities into the day-to-day classroom routines such
as having the children decide how many napkins should be distributed for snack
or how many children should be allowed to work in a particular activity area. The
teacher may also provide agreat many manipulative objects for children to sort,
classify, or count. The approach tends to be more activity oriented with an em-

-,

phasis on unstructured play rather than on rote drill of mathematics facts. Science
and mathematics instruction are often combined into the same activities, as if by
doing science Ikeriments, mathematics is somehow automatically taken care of.

What's Missing? The elementary teacher education approach fends not to
provide a basic. understanding of children and how they learn aS well as an expos-
ure to materials and ,activities appropriate, for the kindergarten level. The early
childhood teacher education approach tends not to provide sufficient instruction
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in area of mathematics and in planning mathematic programs for kinder-
garte children. Both are lacking in providing enough, eld-based experiences
working with kindergarten children early in their programs. Both would probably
be strengthehed by providing increasel exposure to the application of mathemat-
ics instruction in the kindergarten classroom.

Which approach, if either, is more educationally sound? Which approach, if.
either, is more appropriate for teaching'how to provide initial exposure math-
ematics learning? Which approach would do More to prevent or alleviate arner
anxiety toward mathematics? Which approach would better prepare indi duals
capable of thiniing in pew ways and solving problems which may confront them
in the future? These are difficult but important questions which will remain
unanswered until the necessary educational fesearch has been conducted. Much
may be gained, however, by an examinatiop;) of the kindergarten level and the
characteristics of kindergarten-aged children. Implications may then be drawn for
the improvement of teacher education programs in general.

Kindergarten as Transition

The idea of the kindergarten or "children's garden" was 'adopted from the
German model established by Friedrich Froebel during the 1800s: It walprought
to America in the late 1800s and began to flourish during the early 190-0s. Only
recently, however, as a result of legislates has kindergarten become mandatory in
most states. -

During its 'existence, the kindergarten has gone through many 'changes and
social reforms.. Today it is generally considered am integral part of most public-
school systems and provides the first school experience in formal education for
many children.

,
Kindergarten is a misunderstood level probably because ltiemeiputs

many transitions and changes fothe child. It is 3 period Of transitiOn4(10.froni
the home to the school; (2). from parent influence to peer influence; and (3).fuirn
limited motor, social, and cognitive skills to the development of increased skills.

While kindetartens are a part of most public s ools, they tend to be sepa-
rated physically from other classrooms, often cated at ek-treme ends of the
building or in separate buildings or temporary cubicles. Many schoors even provide.
a separate playground area for kindergarten children. As a result of these factors,
kindergartens tend to become isolated from the daily rutine of the`school.

Although there are many all-day programs, most kindergarten programs are
composed of two half-day sessions for separate groups of children. For various
reasons the younger children usually attend the morning sessions. Curriculum
content varies from school to school but tends"to range from highly academic,
with a concentration ,on reading and mathematics instruction, to highly social
ant unstructured, with a concentration on "ftee play" experiences.

0 3Orr
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Characteristics of the Kindergarten Child. The kindergarten child is usually
between five and seven years of age, and in most school districts must have reached
the age of five on or before the first of November of the school year in order to
attend. According to Thaget's periods of cognitive development (8), the kindergar-
ten-aged child would be beginning the transition from the preoperational to the
concrete operationaLlevel. Because,of individual differences, however, all children
in the same classroom will probably not be at the same level of cognitive develop-
ment simultaneously. Some children will be at the sensorimotor level, others at,
the preoperational level, and a few at the concrete operational level. This is why
individualized instruction is so important at the kindergarten level. Children
from a variety of backgrounds bring a variety of experignces to the classroom.
Some kind arten children may be able to read, recite numbers, verbalize their
ages, and e ,conserve number. Others will not be able to do these things until
they have th, appropriate maturation and learning experiences.

In general, kindergarten children tend. to bellighly enthusiastic about school,
intrinsically motivated' to learn, and eager to please the teacher. However, they
also tend to be egocentric, viewing the world from one perspectivetheir own (7).

How Children Learn. Young children learn by doing (2, 7). Their learning is
active and should engage them in challenging experiences with concrete objects
which represent .physical reality (6). Learning proceeds from the concrete to the
abstract. Children learn about concepts through interacting with the environment
and with'bther people. Abstract thought is not developed until the period of for-
mal operations which begins around age 11 (8). Until then children are bound to
the physical world and respond to learning activities which make use of physical
objects and activities (9).

According to. Copeland (3:208):

Children in the elementary school, however, are not ready to
work at the abstract level with formal logic and proofs. They
are very much a part of the physical world. Mathematics for
them should be _exploration and discoveryan inductive ap-
proach through the physical world with concreto-diects.

Cdpeland provides many valuable suggestions for tea ers based on how children
learn rather than on how to teach subject matter. He has drawn implications from
Piaget's research concerning children's cognitive development. For example, he
says that elementary teachers work with children at the concrete operational level
and that logic activities should be introduced only as they relate to objects in the
physical world. Therefore, the use of workbooks which are two-dimensional repre-
sentations of reality are not appropriate for the preoperational child who needs
hands-on experiences . with concrete, three-dimensional objects. For example,
some mathematics workbooks are designed for the kindergarten level containing
punch-ou,t cardboard discs representing pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters used
to teach money and counting concepts. While the use of these tokens is probably
better than mere pictures of the objects, they do not adequately represent real \
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.9bins and are often not the actual size of real coins. These token can be quite
confusing to the young child who has had limited experiences with money and
mafnot yet be able to conserve number Much less understand such abstract
notions as five nickels.make one quarter. Why not use real ceps and minimize the
confusion?

oft
In his discussion of the content of mathematics programs, SpOdek (9:139)

stresses thit

teachers of young children can plan many fruitful mathematics experi-
ences without recourse to textbook or to lecture and recitation sessions.

. . .The endlesi opportunities available in any claSsroom for counting,
comparing, and measuring, provide children with a wealth of opportun-
ity to do mathematics.

These experiences with real things in the ,children's environment, if
used appropriately, can keep children from feeling that mathematics is-
something strange, totally theoretical and completely alien to their lives,
a feeling that can be communicated when mathematics is taught in a
rigid, totally abstract way.. .Often it is the way mathematics is taught
ratherhan mathematics itself that creates learning difficulties.

Acc)nding to Piaget (8), Most children do not conserve number until around

. .

age seven .of eight. ,Yet ,it 'is often assumed-that the child who can recite numbers
from one to ten has also' developed the underlying concept of number.

Piaget stresses (8:144) that

. .the child maybe taught to count, but experiment reveals
that the verbal use of the names of numbers has little connec-
tion with numerical operations as such,ewhicirsoinetimes pre-
cede counting aloud and sometimes follow it, with no neces-
sary bond between the two.

74

Spodek also inaintains that verbal counting in kindergarten is often accepted
for basic understanding (9:14j). .

What too often passes for counting is the.ability to recite the names of
. numbers in, sequence without any understanding of the idea of the
number that corresponds to a given name or numeral.

We should never mistake rote learning 'for basic understanding. Yet much of
what passes for-mathematics in the kindergarten are activities in rote memoriza-
tion; This can be seen in the emphasis' on teaching the calendar and clock time.
While memorizing days of the week in order may in some way be a justifiable
learning-experience, it is not an indication that the child understands-the concepts
of days or weeks or months asAgnits of time.
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The "back to the basics" slogan has beLne a very popular one recently. At
.

the kindergarten level, it would, probably be more appropriate to "go forward to
the basics" since basic concepts such as number have never really be greatly
emphasized in kindergarten: Perhaps if we are really. interested in "going back to
the basics," we should begin at the kindergarten level by replacing the 'emphasis
on rote learning of verbal number names with an emphasis on developing a "basic,"
understanding of the cohcept of number before requiring children 'to perform,
more abstract number operations.

Suggestions for Teaching. Kamii and De Vries (4) provide some valuable
principles for teaching number based on Piaget's research.Three of these princi-
ples include teaching number concepts when useful and meaningful to the child;
figuring out how children are thinking; and encouraging children in a general way
to put all kinds of objects, events, and actions into relationships. They point out
that .

Cuisenaire's approach to teaching number with rods reflects the com-
mon confusion between discrete and continuous quantities. For Cuise-

,-ire, the 1-cm rod s(ands for done," the 5-cm rod stands for `five"
and the 10-cm rod stands- for- "ten." For Piaget and most young chil-
dren, however, each of these rods can only be "one," since kis a single,
discrete object. Number involves the quantification of discrete objects,
and therefore cannot be taught through length which is a continuous
quantity. (4:16)

Other specific suggestions for teaching" mathematics in the kindergarten
based on .the knowledge of how children learn can be found in Copeland (3). In
addition, the Thirty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics,1Matheraties Learning in Early Childhood, is an excellent resource
for current research, activities, and materials (5).

An Outstanding example of a. mathematics program designed for public
school kindergarten children based on their natural ways of learning was imple-
mented during the 1976-77 school year by Dr. Alberta M. Castaneda of the Uni-
verse y of Texas at Austin. Currently Dr. Castaneda is extending her program at
the/first grade level and fias plans for publication of the results of her project at
a future, date. This mathematics program is based on concept development and
oral language use. She tivintaing that before children can read, write, and do
mathematics, they musfile aJJe to "talk" mathematics and verbalize the mean-
ings of symbols before they write them. The concept of number does not exist in
the real world and must be developed froin within before the child is given the
written symbol. Dr. Castaneda emphasizes building meaning through concept
development and orai language acquisition. S e has devised a number inventory
to assess number concepts in five-year-olds. S e has also designed a sequence of
activities fer teaching based on the child's dev lopment of number-concepts. One
interesting finding of the project is -that kindergarten children Performed better

.--on_the number inventory when objects were available for manipulation during
testir:-Dr. Castaneda stresses IN -importance of deyeloping the basic number
concepts before progressing to more abstract manipulations. s,

or
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In summary, seven suggestions for teaching mathematics at the icinderggten
level inclu,de:

1. Figure out where children are developmentally tipough observation
of self-selected activities and questioning techniques.

2. Match the materials and activities to each child's level of develop-
ment.

se\s,

3. Use manipulative materials which are appropriate learning materials
for all levels of development.

4. Integrate mathematics learning throughout all areas of the curricu-
`lum making' the whole classroom into a mathematics laboratory.

5. Capitalize on the child's intrinsic ofivation to learn by providing
. .,activities bald on each child's me gists

6. Capitaliie on the child's tendency to inters with other children
and use this for grouping or pairing children d ring problem- solving
activities. The use of prEithematics games and activities involving
two or more children enhances role-playing development as well as
mathematics learning. 4

7. Use everyday experiences such as the distribution of Materials tb
teach number concepts.

Suggestibus tor Teacher Education Programs. Tn ral, teacher education
programs h pepare kindergarten teachers sh at teal provide some expe-
riences for dents to work withlindergarten children so that they will better
understan that kindergarten is a unique.time for children to learn certain things
rathe an a training or drill time .for a higher leveL

eacher education programs should strive to expose students earlier to work-
ing wit ren at a variety of educational levels so that students will better
understand that the developmental process is a continuous one. Many programs
are attempting to do this through classroom observatiofial experiences during the
sophomore and junior years. While early observational experiences are worth-
while, they become much more valuable when students are guided through use of
observational instrutnents, or follow-up discussion seminars, or assigpment§ in
which students actually plan activities for and interact with young child n.

Although students in teacher education programs should probably be required
to take more courses in mathematics, often this is an unreasonable goal because of
the many other necessary degree and certification requirements. However,
attempts should.be made to improve minimum course requirements to make them
more relevant and useful. One suggestion would be to provide a variety of mathe-
matics methods section options for those interested in early primary grades an

7r)
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for t ose interested in later elementary grade leVels. As a result, meth bds courses

coul be designed for ins niction at a more appropriate level based on student
interest rather than on th current "happy medium" fourt ade level to which

all students are exposed. Courses in arithmetic for teachers could be made Lore
relevant through emphasis on the practical application of teaching computational
skills through assignments in which students actually work with children as tutors

or instructors.

Either through mathematidS coursework or methods instruction, students
should learn to understand the interrelatedness of the various curriculum areas.
In an attempt to provide adequate instruction, we have often presented the vari-
sus disciplines as isolated segments. A more interdisciplinary approach is needed
to show the relation of mathematics to other curriculum areas such as science or
music. In this way students would perceive learning not as fragmented 'bits of
information but as a unified whole. Mathematics has traditionally been taught at
all levels- as an abstract body of knowledge. We can no longer afford to do this

J,.
Rather we need to approach matheniatics .education as a useful survival tool
with practical application to everyday life and the furtherance of creative ideas.

Finally, ofie of the{ most important suggestions fot teacher education pro-
grams which prepare kindergarten teachers is to refocus on the importance of
understanding children and how they learn mathematics concepts. Until we as
teachers understand the developmental learning process, we cannot hope ,,to
ihnplement worthwhile mathematics programs for young children which take
into consideration how they develop mathematics concepts. A concentration on-
the, social transmission of mathematics "facts" will continue to produce indi-
viduals who have memorized formulas and information just to get by, who haie
not adequately developed the basic underlying concepts, and who as a result are
anxious about mathematics.

'Five general- suggestions for improving teacher education programs can be

summarized as follows:

1. Increase an4Apr improve mathematics course requirements so that
they are more relevant tareducating the young child.

2. Expose students earlier in the program to actual implementation of
kindergarten mathematics programs and to working with younger
children.

3. Stress the interrelatedness of the curriculum by showing the rela-
tion of mathematics to other curriculum areas.

4. Encourage the understanding of the use of mathematics education
as a practical surhval tool rather than as an abstract body of knQwl-
edge.

.

' -,
,

S. Place mayo emphasis on understanding young children and how
they develop mathematics concepts.

,.
-

4
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Conclusion

Kindergarten has been a misunderstood and neglected area of teacher educa-
tion. It is time to rethink the importance of this level,as a special time in itself
in which al) children are "ready" for some type of mathematics experience. The
"no-man's land" of the kindergarten needs to be developed into a state of its own
and valued fOr its significance as an initial introduction to the formal education
process.

If it is true that the-early years are the most important in setting the stage
for learning, and if it is true, as Piaget (1) states, that

the principal goal of education s to create fliumdnsl who are capable
of doing new things, not simpl of repeating what other generations
have done. . .Thumans1 who are creative, inventive, and discover.

then we caw no longer afford to continue the approach of social transmission of
.mathematics facts to. young children. Kindergarten mathematics programs and
teacher education programs must take into consideration how the young child,
learns; they must stress the need to capitalize on the young child's intrinsic moti-
vation to develop mathematics concepts as well as the need to facilitate the devel-
opment of the capacity for inventive thought.

l
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THE ANSWER 0 THE PROPHETS OF DOOM:
MATHEMATICS TEACHER EDUCATION

-John Mihalko, Instructor,
Kent State University ;Kent, Ohio

Change

"Students in our schools-to y Are unable to save the simplest math prob-
lems." "Test scores ace steadily gritting lower." "Studenti are graduating from our
schools not being able to add, subtract, multiply, or divide." "Children today can-

not handle a fractional number." "College students cannot do a basic mathemat-
ics compufation.". These statements appear daily ip our newspape and, on our
TV screens and 'radios. They. reflect the concern of parent4dministrators, and the
general public. Changes have been,mide in textbooks, syllabi, and even in 'the
physical design 'and facilities of 'schools. But they have effecteVittle change in
student performance. If there is to be an improvement in studAts' mathematics
performance in the primary, elementary, and secondary schools, it will be the
,result of-changes made in teacher education institutions. "Quod non habet, non
potest dare'!.(What you do not have,. you cannot give) is the striking reality exist-
ing in many classrooms today.

Rationale

Historians predict ;that. unless we examine and learn from the past we are
- condemned to relive' appearsihat their prediction may begin theRrocess of

fulfiilrhent in the area a. of matherngics education. . , ,"

r
In 4957, the.laiinching of Sputnik drew the spotlight of examination to the

.

performance of students in the science and mathematics classrooms of our schools.
Their performance was bilow public expectations. Cries of indignation arose and

were brought to us through the news media. In the area of mathematics, educa-
tors proposed the "new math" as the elixir which would improve performance.
The "new Math" was introduced with great haste, a magnificent "press," and
little teacher preparation. Textbooks were advertised featuring the "new math",
approach. School systems adopted textbooks based on advertised claims and
pointed to them as proof that an ef'ort was being made to improve children's
mathematical performance. When there was no significant rovement in stu-
dent performance, educators began to question the validitiof the principles of
the "new math." In its recent report, the National'Advisory Committee on Math-
ematical Education (NACOME) affirmed that the "new math" is sound in prin-
ciple but that its implementition had been poor. The "new math" had hot been
tried and found wanting; it had not really been tried.

Twenty years later low student scoresvreported on standardized tests again
drew the spotlight to the poor performance of students in the mathematics class-
room. Again; the news media gave meat attention to the public cries of displeasure.



And, again, \ a 1emedy has been, proposedthis time in the form' of the back-to-
basics and 'competency-based education movements. Textbooks featuring the
back-to-ta.sics approach have appeared on the market, and states are legiVating
competency examinations in elementary and. secondary schools. Again, we are
moving With great haste, a magnificent "press," and little teacher preparation.

We continue to treat tin symptoms rathe than the disease. When children
are unable mid unwilling to learn mathematics t s, is a symptom that mathematics
is not being taught in the manner in Which children learn, Preparing teachers to
teach mathethatics is the responsibility of teacher education institutions. It is, to

...these institutions, therefore, that we look for leadership in curing the disease and
in aisurinithe future mathematical health of,students.

"It is essential for, teachers to know more thailthey are expected to teach
and to be able to learn more than they already know, for without such knowledge
progress is essentially impossible." (2:,5) In .the cognitive area Ave need a teacher
education curriculum which assures, knowledge and competency in mathematics'
as well as a knowledge of the philosophical, historical, psychological, and socio-
logical .aspects Of education. In the affective area we need a stimulus for the
growth of teachers! ability and desire for knowledge.

Math Anxiety

The mathematics courses presented to future teachers in pre-Service training
need to be fashioned not onty to provide solid mathematical content; they also
need to be presented in :a manner which will help future teachers overcome math
anxiety. Poisibly/ one of the most serious handicaps of prospective teachers,
especially those preparing for careers in primary and elementary schools, is thei5
fear of mathenittics. Many are honest eticl4gh WI admit to some degree of anxiety
where mathemafics is concerned. Some will adinit that they never really under-
stood mathematics and that -they are convinced no amount of practice or drill
will help them. Some have memorized rules and procedures and been able
to perfOrm satisfactorily", bu they now realize that that is an inadequate prepara-
tion for teaching mathematics. Math anxiety can also be inherited. A parental
comment regarding a failing 'or. poor mathematics grade is frequently, "I never
understood 'or liked math when I was. in school either."

ath anxiety may lave cultural roots. Women in our culture have not'been
expected to excel in mathematics. Little attention has been given to the difficul-
ties they experience in Teaming the subject since the "mathematical mind" has
been considered a, male attrib`ate. Women, therefore, are pirimeandidates for
mathophobia. Yet female teachers constitute the majority in primary and ele-
mentary schools. They cannot be expected to generate enthusiasm and excite-
ment for a subject for which they have fear and anxiety. If the cycle of matho-
phobia is to be broken, it must be broken in the teacher education institution.
The fears of both male and female teachers need attention.

With the assistance of a grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Post-
Secondary Education (Department of Health, Education, and Welfare), Wesleyan



University in Connecticut 'has opened a "Math AnxiAtk Clinic." Its purpose is to
--serve undergraduates who admit that. they cannot cope with their math feari and
difficultie. the clinic interviews and diagnoses students and provides therapy and
counseling in a nonthreatening, supportive, personal atmosphere. Here the psycho-
logical or emotional causes of math anxiety can be dete ined and treated. ,

Similar clinics which would also deal with the cognitive aspects of mathemat-
ics anxiety would be a welcome addition to the teacher education program. An
important function of the math clinic would be to persuade teachers, learners,.
and those who make educational policy that "mathematical abilities are
by the inziority, if properly taught and if accompanied by re right kinds of sup-
port." (6)11tese clinics would serve the future teacher by strengthening individual
mathematical Wealcnesses and filling ein the gaps of the teachers' mathematical
background. The -emphasis would be on understanding mathematical concepts,
operations; and procedures.

Individualization

Our philosophy of education in the past was based on the liberal arts. At:
'present we have 'a philosophy of ediication which could be termed "economic"
since we:are everyconcerned with theecorionty of time, effort, and finances. There
are indications &I around us that the educational philosophy of the future will be
humanistic. The curriculum will be individualized with specials attention giyen,.to
the unique goals and needs of each learner. As individualization becornes a more
prorninent element in the mosaic of education, teacher education institutions
must begin to teach the observational techniques by Which a. chilcIS.inclividual
cognitive style can.be determined. Such a determination will not. Only allow learn-
ing experiences to be customized for the student by the teacher, but it will also,. ,
give the d the self - knowledge to allow a choice of activities in the Cognitive
modes 6es suited to eaeli learner.

Teachers will need to know the language and symbolism required to prepare,
Anterpret, and utilize the child's coinitive, map. They will need to diagnose the

' strengths and weaknesses of each "child and to communicate ph8homena and prob-
lems in exact 'and precise terms. Teacher education curricula will need to include
some form' of educational science, i.e., symbols and terminology similar to the

ti coinitive:'.style mapping symbols and their meanings pioneered by Dr. Joseph Hill
f Oakland Community College in Bloomfield Hills, Miphigan (4).

Another related phase of individualization is the diagnosis and prescriptive
remediation of a student's mathematical difficulties. A haThinger of this thrust
was the initiation in :1'977 of a national organi#t* of educators, -the Research
Council for Diagnostic and PresCriptive Mathema i s. Teacher educators need to
be attentive to the work of this'organization so that they may incorporate into
their programs the techniques and procedures needed by classroom teachers to
successfully determine student difficulties and to prescribe effective remediation.

4



Learning Theory

Mogels of mathematics methods courses are as varied as the number of teach-
er education, institutions in which they are taught. A common denominator
among these methods courses should be the translation of the research results of
learning theorists into teaching methods. Yet, although the names of Piaget,
Gagne and Bloom are familiar to most teachers, and their theories are explained
and discussed, there is little evidence of the application of these, theories in the
classroom. Primary and elementary school teachers have attempted to apply these
theories to some degree; but the as yet unmet challenge is the\implementation of
these theories in secondary school mathematics methods courses. Across the
nation we find the lecture method prevalent in -,secondary school matheiriatics
classrooms.. Students remain passive. Jean Piaget spoke to this situation when he
addressed the Second International Congress on Mathematical Education at the
University of EXeterin 1972: "It would be a great mistake, particularly inmath-
ematical education, to neglect the role of actions and to always remain on the
levet Of language. . .Activity with objects is.indisperisable to the comprehension
of arithmetical as well as geometrical relations.. . ."' (5:80) We have seen little
change in secondary school mathematics wethodS courses resulting from this state-

lenient.

,
Although some educators complain that educational research is concentrated

on young children and little of # is applitfable to secondary school students qr to.
adults, Robert Gagne makes tl point that learning is a human activity' which
occurs frointhe cradle to the grave. As he defines- it, "Learning is a change in
Littman disposition or capatrility; which can be retained, and which is not simply
ascribed to the process df groWth." (3:8) The conditioris of.learning presented by
Gagne are not unique to children but are applicable to all learning. We may dis-
cusS these conditions in our learning tilieory class, but we have not allowed them
to penetrate the mathematics methods courses.

A frequently overlooked element in teacher education programs is the tech-
nique of questioning. This technique is obviously important to the guided-disCov-
ery approach. Little attention, however, has been given to the level-of questioning
in the classroom. Utilizing Bloom's taxonomy, the knowledge, comprehension,
anapplication levels of questioning occur frequently in the classroom (1:271-77))4
The analysis, synthesis; Sand evaluation lels of qu'htioning ire seldom demon-
strated or examined in; education courses and therefore remain unused in the
classroom.

t
^

Clinical and Field-Based Experiences

)
. Early clinical and field-based experiences for teacher education. students

must be an inttral part of the teacher education curriculum. The future teacher,
under direction and. supervision, needs a variety of eiperiences with children.
liftrettably some teachers have their first contact with children in aorofessional
role when they begin their student-teaching experience. This is too late. The
teacher needs to have such experiences in a one-to-one tutorial situation, and int

4,.
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both small group `'and large group teaching situations early in the teacher educa-

,
tionproiram. Experiences with children heed to be frequent and graduated in the
4egree of responsibility placed upon the teacher education student. As in the
introduttion of some new teaching-learning tool in the classroom, "free play"
time is important; such time should be given to the futureteather to spend with,.
children.

.

9

Children may be foimd at laboratory schools stieh as the University School,

ap the campus of Kent State University in Kent, Ohio; or in ;elementary schools
in the areisurrounding the campus as in the Methods Experience Project .at Bowl-,

ing Green University, BowlingGfeen, Ohio: Where such facilities, are not available,
children from the families, of teachers and faculty niemberi could bebrought to
the campus. However it is done:-early clinical and field-based experience for the
prospective teacher must be provided.,

4 Faculty

The Guidelines for the Pieparation of Teachers of Mathematics states, "All
faculty members should have the icnowleclge, competencies and attitudes described
in the foregoing sections, entitled 'Academic and 'Professional Knowledge' and
`Professional Competencies arid Attitti.'" (2:23) This directive is usually fol-

. lowed religiously. The following sentence, however, although equally important,
is too often ignored:. "They [all faculty members] shduld have appropriate con-
tinuing experiences' in, schools." (2:23) When this recominendation was men-
tioned, at a recent national meeting of the National Council of Teachers of Math-
ematics, the speaker.,clrew enthusiastic appkuse from the teacher-audience: The
implication would seem to be that teachers feel that their professors in teacher
eduCation institutions art out of touch with the realities in the field; that there
is still a wide gap between what is taught, in the education classroom and what is
happening in the primary, elementary, and secondary school classroom. A some-
what revolutionary but effective means for keeping the teacher education faculty
in touch with these realities would "be a required one-semester professionai fur-
lough provided every five years. Such a semester Would be spent by the faculty
member teaching in an elementary or secondary school. A periodic return to the
"front lines" would be an enrichment experience for the faculty member. It
would also deepen the faith of the teacher education student in the faculty.

. Evaluation

finally, an essential .element'of a vibrant, relevant, and effective teacher edu-
cation program is formative evaluation. "The faculty of a teacher-education insti-
tution should. .plan programs to evaluate the graduates of the teacher-prepara-
tion programs with a view to improving those programs through long-range Plan-'
fling based on continued evaluation." (2:28, 29) An important aspect of this eval-
uation would inchide,"the advice of all individuals interested inImproving schools
(including experienced-teachers, administrators, university faculty members, -stu-
dents, and other citizens). . ." (2:28) It,is encouraging to note,ttiat the recently
released position statement f *oint committee of the Mathem4tical Association



of America and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics was based upon
, the strongest consensus of consultations with secondary school and college teach-

ers in various parts of the country (7). Hopefully there will be future examples of
such collegiality. ..

Conclusion r.

-WeWill continue to be challenged, by critical'statements in the pre* stopgap
tires will be taken Id,aftempt to pacify the public; but students' classroom

!performance may not improve. Our hope lies in the education community and its
'willingness to Work for, accept; and support the changes which must be made in
teacher education institutions.

)

S



.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE TRAINING OF A TEACHER
OF GENERAL MATHEMATICS IN JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS:

A Recommendation of the Michigan Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Directed to the Teacher Training Institutions of Michigan

Frank Rogers, Consultant inthiathematics,
Lansing"School District, Lansing', Michigan

In the 1972-73 and 1973-74 school years, a seventeen-member committee
of the Michigan Council X) f Teachers of Mathematics (MCTM) worked at length
to develop _specifications for a Teacher Training Proposal which would deal with
certain assumptions., The proposal, whkh is, presented in this chapter in its'
entirety, is based on these assumptions:

1. The single most important skill in mathematics remediation work is the
ability to help students to read a mathe4ratics, book. Hence, a course, or courses,
in diagnosis and remediation of reading deficiencies is a must for pre-service sec-

ndary mathematics teachers.

2. Every secondary mathematics teacher can expect to teach several sections
f general mathematics classes articularly during the first years of litching.
urthei, with large numbers of tea ers being hired in large urban school districts,

it is important for pre-service teach rs to spend time in urban general math classes
with large numbers of minority stud nts and many students who are disinterested
nd who may be discipline problems.

3. The college mathematicS classes most valuable to many senior high and to
all junior high mathematics teachers are the content methodological work and the
pre-calculus level mathematics classes. Further, new content areas, including protr-
ability and computer 'programming, are more important in high school mathemat-

ics work than the traditional calculus-analysis classes.j
4. Many elementary teachers do a better job of teaching children, managing

multiple groups for instruction, and taking'into account the psychological needs
of the students in their care than their peers who are teaching secondary mathe-
matics. Hence, pre-service mathematics teachers should spend some time in upper
elementary classrooms learning the teaching and management skills possessed by
these elementary teachers.

5. Not only (Id pre-service teachers need to spend time in elementary class-
rooms, but they need to spend more time-than the traditional one term/semester
student teaching model in classrooms of the type they expect to teach. Our com-
mittee concurs with the NACOME report (1:88') \fhat earlier field experience be

or. incorporated into pre-service teacher education programs. In fact, our report
specifically recommends .345 clock hours of pre-service contact with students in
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elementary, junior high, and senior high school math classrooms, for sophomore,
junior, and senior level mathematics education majors.

6. Since the value of pre-service experience will depend heavily on the com-
petence of the cooperating teacher in the school and the recency of experience of
the university personnel who coordinate and follow up these pre-service inschool
experiences, there is a need to carefully describe these people from a quality and
experiential oint of view. Our report speaks to this recency of experience of uni-
versity teachers coordinating staff in K-12 classrooms of the level and fype in
which their studen will be working. We hal/ named these staff positions "Clini-

.cal Professors."

In addition to these assumptions, the committee presented the follo*ing
overview to thesMCI'M Teacher Training Proposal:

Teacher.-training inonathematics requires, and will continue to re-
uire, many more _hours of clinical experiences for the pre-service stu-

dent. By clinical experiences is meant on-the-job exposure to real stu-
dents at the grade levels the pre-service students are preparing themselves
to 'teach. These experiences are made necessary by &great increase in
the number of students whose motivation to lea n mathematics is sig
nificantly less than that of students in the mathe tics classes in junior
and senior high school of which the prospective t cher was a member.

To support the additional hours of clinical experiences, the stu-
dent should have a. university staff member who has recent ekperience
in the elementary, junior high, or senior high classes, which his /her
classes are addressing. Further, there will be a need to'reduce the num-
ber of pure mathematics clasies to be completed by the student, at least
at the required level, to make time available for these clinical experi-
ences.

* The Teacher Training Proposal makes specific suggestions concern-
ing the structuring of the clinical experien- ces and scheduling ofpure
mathematics classes to make time for the clinical experiences.

t /
The remainder of this r haer is devoted to the report as it was adopted by N,

the MCTM Executive Committee in the spring tf 1974 and as it was widely dis,
seminated to teacher training institutions and professional groups Of malematics
teachers in Michigan and neighboring states.
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Introduction

Moit teachers of Secondary,, Mathematics, grad
their teaching hours working with students other

.Y6ar Algebra, Analysis, or Advanced -Placement cou

Nearly all teachers will have at least one Gen
of their teaching career.

Each yea; a greatei ,number of schools enc
one from low socio-economic areas, and/or mi
priate that teacher training provide experience
reasons, we propose the following teacher traini
in mathematics.

I. Clinical Experiences

s spend the majoritrof
than those studying Second
0

al Mathematics class each year

mpass an urban population, or
ority groups. Hence, it is appro-
these types of settings, For these
g program for secondary teachers

A. Each student in this program should participate in carefully supervised
Clinical Experiences. These experiences will be under the supervisionof
a Clinical Professor 'of Mathematics Education, and they will be con-
ducted within &public school but designed to be of value to the trainee,
the students of the public schools and the sponsoring university. These
experiences. should include, but not be limited to, the following compo-
nents:

1. Tutorial Experiences (1-1 teaching)

2. Small Group Experiences

3. Total Class Teaching Experiences.

Afreast one of the total clasi`teaching experiences sh8uld be in a sec-
ondary school with a large proportion of children who come from a low
social and economic environment.4

B. Clinical teaching experiences will be arranged so that the trainee has
experience with students at each of.the following levels:

1. Grades 3-6

2. Grades 6-9

3. Grades 9-12

a. in a general mathematics class

b in college preparatory mathematics classes: ,

t I .1
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. A recommended time schedule for the trainee's clinical field,experiences
.

Min. Clock Hrs. School Level

_-
Experiences

25 hours Elementary 3.'6 Tutoring or small group instruction

120 hours Middle or Jr. High 6-9 Tutoring or small group and,total cla

120 hours Senior HO 942 Tutoring or small group and total class

260 hours Secondary 7-12 Total class and tutoring small group

145;hours total

Includes one of tli'e twd secondary experiences listed aboveoar a combination of them.

D. The clinical experiences program will be evaluated on a periodic basis
by the MCTM Teacher.Training Committee, based-on a campus visita-
tion. A report of this evaluation will be furnished to the participating
institutions. When necessary, recommendations for the improvement of
the piogram will be Made by this committee.

H. Minimum Required Courses Suggested Sent. Hrs.

A. TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS (K-6) 3 hrs..

B.

Effective techniques in presenting materials,
planning class activities and creating good
learning experiences; current problems in a
modern mathematics curriculum, for this level.

1. Methods and Structural Content

2. Learning Theory as applied to,Elementary
School Mathematics

3. Laboratory in the construction and useof
teaching all learning aids.

4. Geometry and Number Concepts

READING PROBLEMS IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL, 3 hrs.

This will be a general reading course, but at
least a segment of it will be devoted to the
problems associated with reading in 'inathe-

. matics.

44
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EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 hrs.

This course should pbint up the type of prob-
lems common to most learners at speCific age
levels and emphasize principles and procedures
that will be helpful in dealing with these prob-
lems.

D. TEACHING OF GENERAL MATHEMATICS (7-9).

So.

Effective techniques in presenting materials,
planning class activities and creating good
learning experieneer, current problems in a
mathematics curficulum for this level.

1. Methods and content structure

2. Learning theory, as applied to remedial
mathematics

3. Geometry

4. Laboratory in the construction and use of
Teaching and Learning aids

E. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

(not necessirily dependent on calculus)

This course is to be taught experimentally
pfobability experiments should be performed,
data should be collected and anilyzedomd
inferences drawn by the students. Some con;
sideration should be given to waykoof present-
ing these topics meaningfully in the middle
school/general mathematics class.

F. , MODERN ALGEBRA

3 hrs.

3 hrs.

3 hrs.

ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY COURSE FOR TEACHERS 3 hrs.

Topics in the theory Of numbers which have
relation and applieation to the learning expe-
riences of students at the elementary and
secondary school level. Such topics will in.
dude:

J

*These courses are sonditimes taught above grade 9.
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1. Ancient and unusual systems of numera-
,' tion

2. Indeterminate problems
3. Properties of primes, figurate numbers,

etc.
4. Diophantine problems-
5. Pythagorean Theorem
6. Modular arithmetic

H. COMPUTER USE IN MATHEMATICS 3 hrs.

This might include:

1. The effect of the Computer on Society
2. The development and function of the

CAnputer
3. CAI
4. CMI
5. Problem Solving
6. Computer Science
7. Simulation
8. Flow Charting

.9. A Programming Language

149DERN GEOMETRY (a survey course)

A survey course to include Euclidean Geom-
etry from the .synthetic and transformational
point of view as well as finite and non-Euclid-
ean geometries.

Reconunended Courses

3 hrs.

A. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 3 hrs.

B. LINEAR ALGEBRA

. CALCULUS

;
D. TEACHING OF HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS (9-12),

LEARNING DISABILITIES
4-

3 hrs.

4 hrs.'

3 hrs;----

2 hrs.

47



IV. University Staffing and Structure

A. Mathematics Content Teacher

.1

a

1. A member of the matheatics faculty
^

2. Will teach the mathematics content courses, such as Calculus, Linear
Algeta, and Modern Geometry.

Clinical Professor of Mathematics Education (CPME)-

This professor shall have a mathematiCs background equivalent to at
least a master's degree, and shall have special assignments which give
him regular experience with K-12 students. He engages in regular
claisroom teaching in the environment for which his trainees are being
prepared to teach. The Clinical ilrofessor's teaching assignments -may \
include such activities as: ,

1 ttrymg out experimental mtterials on a regular basis with children

2t Developing and participating in laboratory activities with children

. 3. Conducting action researoh with children.

The Clinical Professor may be a K-12 teacher, under contract to a school
district. ,

It should be understood that sporadic demonstration teaching or occa-
sionally makinia presentation-to a school class or club does not satisfy
the conditions" of these assigtunenis". The aim is that the Clinical Pro- -
fessor is in contact periodically with a group or groups of children .on
a sustained basis. His contact with a particular group of"children should
continue through a natural cycle in the school year, such as a marking
period, a quarter, a semester, or'a year.

This activity in the school classroom must have taken place within the
last five years to insure his currency and familiarity both with current
'trends in education and'. with problems, attitudes, and interests of cur-
rent children. A minimum of 10 pe,rcent of the Clinical Piefessor's time
within the past five years must have been devoted to such activities.

A faculty member who does not satisfy the K-12, teaching experience
criterion and who wishes to qualify as a Clinical Professor of Mathe- . , ,

matics Education shall be considered for qualification upon implement- .

ing a plan which will meet thVrequirement. This plan must 11e com-
pleted within five years. /
Examples of combinations') of assignments that satisfy such clas
tion are:

47
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Within the most recent five-year period, the Clinical Professor partici-
pates in one'of the above ways in an appropriate K-12 situation for at
least:

./S

1. One semester full time, or

2. One year half-time, or

3. Two years one-quarter time, or

4. One and one-half years for two periods per day, or

5. Two and one-half years for onerperiod per day.

The Clinical Professor of ,Mathematics Edncia shall be responsible
for teaching:

1. TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS (1C6)

2. TEACHING OF GENERAL MATHEMATICS (7-9)

3. TEACHING OF HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

. Professor of Special Content-Methods Courses (PSC-M)

This professor shall have a mathematical background equivalent to that
of the CPME. He shall also have special interest,, experience, and com-
petence in the special courses he is called on to teach. In particular, he
shall have the .ability to present the material in these courses with.
appropriate "flavor" so that future teachers will be able to apply their
knowledge to teaching children in a manner similar to the way they
have been taught.

This professor shall have the responsibility of teaching\ those courses
that are neither background content, nor solely teaching methods, but
are a blend of .these. .

Included are:

1. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS

2. NUMBER THEORY

3. PROBABILITY AND STATLSTICS.B1ld perhaps

4. COMPUTER USE IN MATHEMATICS

43
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COMMENTS ON A K-12 IN-SERVICE COURSE*

. Karen Skuidt, Assistant Professor,
Education Division, University of Wisconsin- rkside,

Kenosha, Wisconsin

"These kids don't know any math at all. What hose teachers do down
there?" This common complaint is heard at all lev smiddle school, junior high
school, , senior high school, even college. An im ortaiit aspect of mathematics'
teacher education which rarely gets adequate attention is articulation of elemen-
tary and secondary programs. This chapter deals with a description of a graduate
in-service workshop course, Perspectives in Mathematics Education K-12, in which
elementary and secondary teachers explore mutual concerns and issues regarding
the teaching of mathematics. Most elementary teachereknow little, if anything,
about the mathematics proggilms their students will move into next. Secondary
teachers tend also to be unaware of current content and practices in elementary
mathematics programs. It seems that formalized opportunities for dialogue among
teachers at different levels are needed to provide a setting in which teachers can
gain .a broader perspective of the entire K-12 mathematics experience, and thus
develop a better idea, of how the part with which they work fits into the whole.
Such opportunities als6 allow the realization that many issues and trends tran-

° scend that wide, imagined Of between elementary and secondary schools.

With these considerations in .mind, a gra,duate level workshop course was
designed. It provides a forum for in- service elementary and secondary mathemat-.

ics teachers to share .their experiences and concerns while studying issues and
-'-frends in and materials for the teaching of mathematics. This course helps teach-

ers rec,ognize many common concerns and problems in the teaching of mathe-
matics at all ltveli, regardless of actual content taught. It also giires some apprecia-
tion of the details of sequence and the place:of each teacher's efforts in the entire
mathematical experience a student may encounter in school. ,

Individual class members' interest, experiences, Istrations, and access to
rgsotirces affect the focus of the course which has been somewhat different each
time it was talight. Another factor is the ratio of elenientary and secondary teach-
ers; the pals were best met when there was a'fairlY even mix. On the basis of the
title, this mat)tematics education course is likely to attract secondary teachers.
Elementary teachers who really know, the sequencing of elementary prograins and
the difficulties children have are also important members of the group. Their testi-
mony is very convincing to secondary teachers who tend to gain a new respect for
the complexities of teaching elementary school mathematics and for the large

. number of skills which its teachers developed.

The author was involved with this course while an assistant professor in the Division of Edu-
cational Studies at the State University Collep of Mts and Science, Geneseo, New York.
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The course begins with a session to establish the concerns of class-members.
Each time the course was taught, almost all the topics predicted by the instructor
were expressed in some way in the questions and issues raised. A compilation of

,some of these questions and topics is-included.

0

Regarding the modern versus traditional question

Why modern m th?

How much ex rimentation was done before the new math was act
cepted?

A problem in secondary schools seems to be that students do not even
know basics! ,,_ .

,-

.How much math theory should lads have as opposed to rote learning?

Whishould the student know the reason for everything?

What's wronj with memorization? Why won't the answer to "why"
come later?

Why isn't it acceptable to use fingers or count dots& a 'child can achieve
the correct answer?

Why don't kids know basic facts after eight years of school? ,

Why cir't kids learn how to divide (division theory, mental division)?

Why do we teach different bases (base 5, base 2, etc.)?

How can one relate math to other .areas such as physical education,
music, and art?

Regarding individual needt
I

- A dilemma when students are heterogeneously grouped: If lets the
upper track students work independently (learn class k and extra)
and get used to being motivated instead of being slightly bored, there is

- the danger of being greatly bored in the next grade (when they will be
made to work with the class relearn* what they learned independ-
ently). It seems the only alternative is b just let them cofitinue to be
slightly bored and unmotivated all the way through school!

Haw do you motivate the older kids? .the slower students?
ti

How might one go about setting up and developing an independent
study math lab? ,

50
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.

How do you set up a rogram of individualized instruction? for enrich- .
ment? for slow lealhe ? What materials and resources are available?

Is there a value in departmentalizing in elementary schools?

regarding curricular organization

s Do math texts Apect children to hay.e other skills, such as reading?,

A problem with the state achievement tests for elementary school
mathematics is that they expect children to be able to read!

Should you teach-for mastery before moving on to a new concept? Or
should you just move a child on and forget what is not known?

Are we exposing children to too many concepts before they have
grasped eVen one?

What are-alternatives to a curriculum for slow learners in junior high
school mathematics?

How can the state syllabus be changed?

Does test anxiety affectitest validity?

Regarding instructional methods

, What, types of hardirare and software materials_ could one use for stu-
dents' with visual and auditory perceptual problems pertaining to con-
crete and abstract concepts?

Needy: ideas for motivating-slow learners at each level.

Do children. veed more exposure to concrete approaches before they
should be expected to think abstractly?

What instructional aids and filmstrips rare available for\he dittirent
math areas?

What are the techniques for teaching division?

Needed: math activities and games for seventh and eighth grade stu-
dents.

Will games teach mathematics? What games? -

Needed: methods of introdicing and applying the metric system.

How might calculators be used in the classroom?
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These questions provided focus for aterials and activities used at each class
se h- a-avell as for discussion. Backgro nd and current information provided ,

by .the instructor and by readings about su topics as the -National 'Assessment of
Educationat Progress, the modern versus raditional. controversy, back-to basics
movement, classroom use of hand-held calbulators, computer usagi, and innova-
tive programs in *operation, as well as st ent-provided resources, fit well into this
format. The sharing of eXperieAce and expertise among class members led-to inter-
esting and unekpected areas. Of course; it also provided solid information for
many of the topics. Illustrailons of severaPthought-provoking sessions and activi-
ties which were created by -classInembets are briefly described here.,z

A survey was designed which required one to identify the grade level at
which a particular skill was introduced. (The New York state.syllabi
were used as the key, since some variability would oecur across text
series.)

Elementary art and music teachers demonstrated ways in which they
incorporated mathematical ideas in their teaching.

A member of a three-county curriculum committee (who happened to
be enrolled) shared the product as well as the process and issues involved,
in producing it.

As a result .of-seeing the Madison Project movie, A Le. son,with Secand
Graders, a Secondary teacher qUestioned whether second graders could',
di) such work with signed, numbers and,: coordinate geometry. Second
grade teachers in the clasi also. differed in their opinions. The second-
ary, teacher' borrowed a seconkgrade -class, worked with them, and
reported back witil positiie results and amazed respect for yOung chil-
dren's abilities.

&hall computers were demonstrated and ideas for activities shared. ,

A second grade teacher (also.enrolled), who is extensively involved with
using and sharing teacher-made aids on the state and national levels, pro-
vided a .wealth of inspiration and inforniation (hiring a show and, tell
session.

A variety of readability measures was applied to texts.

.This workshop format for combined groups of in-service elementary' and
secondary teachers, was' quite successful. The fact that it drew many" teachers to
enroll who, had ho need to accumulate graduate credit may be viewed as some
indication $ a need for such a course. In addition, to achieving the goals.,of the
coursespecifie needs of individual class mentheri were met as well. TEe most
rewarding outcomes were that elementary teacher's apPearedbto gain confidence in
their abilities regarding the teaching of mathematics and that secOndary, ieachers
seemed to, develop anew -found respect for elementarylchoLol mathenratks,
mentary teachers, and the abilities of all students. 2

1
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THEURRAN-BOUND MATHEMATICS TEACHER

Earl E. Has; Associate Professor of Mathematical SAW4ices,
Metropolitan. State College, Denver,'COloradO ;

' - *i

"In American, Schools today. ." .at the high school level, about 9 million stu-
dents!are" enrolled` in hundreds of different special courses ranginerom remedial
arithmetiC and elementary algebra to computer science-and calculus. These stii-
dents are taught by at feast 75,000 different teachersmost specialists in mathe,
matics,,bUt...with widelY varying abilities, objectives, and methods for mathe-
matics instruction." (I . ,

1

Not only do the teachers, have "widely varying abilities, 'objectives, and
methods," so also do the students they are aqIced to teach. Too often the begin-
ning teacher is ill - prepared for the situation :found in the modein inner-city
school. The problems present themselves in.oyerwhelming fashion. Most are.tiot
iimply.prol;lems of what to teach or how to get 'a ditto mast run off..It is true

these'can be,problems; however, they were dealt with.during the pre-service
:training program,

,

The following case study illustrates the problems our beginning teacher may
face and must overcome.

4 " was a student in a small midwest high sc hool who, found it .

extremely easy to excel, in the academic, arena. My family life was
reasonably comfortable; but:there was--noprestve to push me toward
college. My high school advisor practically forced meVo take the
Co-liege Board Exams for the National Merit Scholar Program where I
seorgd high enough to be a finalist and was'offered scholarships at a
nuniber of prestigious colleges and universities across the country..

. ,M y choke was an elite, private college (-<n the midwest whe re 1
received an excellent training in the arts tradition...My maioor was
mathematics, end I found it easy tel acquire minors in. English, German,
General Science, and Echication. The mathematics major included the
usual courses in College Algebra and Trigonometry, Analytic..Georn;
etry and -CalCulus. The upper division courses; consisted Of adVanced
'Calculus, Fri; bability and Statistics, Foundations of Mathematics,
Abstract Algebra, Modern GOOmetry, and d-a course in Logic and.' the.
Scientific kethod. ..:The minor in education fnciluded;r0iictioto
Edueation, Psydhilogy, Psychology of the Adoleserit,'Methok
Teahing (Mathematics); and Student :Teaching. The stud is in my
student teachings c set at the 1661 high fschOol of a as
town had r ly'hombgeneozis 6ackgrounds and ab Akft

, a
Up to:this point, 'everything was going well..My p

'Oleased with my itogreSs and the students in my classes:we
"'"



well. I hdd no indication of the: pain andanguish I' would experience
only a few short months hence.

11 * - .1- '' .
. ,

, .
" . rwas interviewed by rePresenthtives'of 15to 20 schools who came

.7 to my college. (At this time there was a significant shortage of mathe-
.'..,matics teachers) I choie the most attractive of several direct contract

.:, offersa Junior high school in Berkeley, California! ,
, ,z,

Willard Junior High in the early 1960s offered a clatiic example of
de facto integratibn. Ifs racist balance matched that of the city;-45 per-

,:. ,sent.BlaCk, 45 percent jilhite, 10 percent other. Indeed, .Willard Junior
. High Was used as a m el fora number of federal. court desegregation

orders. The educational model implemented was homogeneous group-
in& at each of the seventh: eighth, and ninth grades. The-useOf I.Q.
scores and previous grades alloWed grouping into seven tracks in the
'seventhr-andeighth grades 'and five In the ninth grade. As might be
expected, this caused a school which was perfectly integrated to the
casual observer -to* be almost completely segregated. The three lowest

.,.tracks at the seventh and eighth grade levels were 95 percent Black, and ;
the three highest. tracks were 95. percent White. Only'in the middle:
tracks did one find a modicum of integration.

- . - .As a first-year teacher, I was assigned to foUr bottom. classes and as,;

one middlethe ones the experienced teachers didn't care to teach!! ,

For me, it was an extreme case Of. "culture shook" How -do you respond
when. the. manager of the local Five and Dime comes to the principal(and accuses you of encouraging shoplifting? I suppOse. I did. After all,

-.,1 told one seventh grade ,class they each had to bring their compassand
etayiprotractor the next :. nd-th0 did. And how do you deal with the -0, ...

eighth grade Eirl who con: s into class and cusses you ukone side and
down.the other for giving her seventh grade brofher an F On his test, for
which he was slapped around at home by their stepfather? Or what

..about the seventh grade girl who is so tired she ,sleepsOrough yOuffirst
period class at least three days a week? Upa* questioning', she confides

, that her mother has left with another man and she hasbeen supporting
two sisters' and a little brother by streetwalking. I was ready to quit sev-
eral times in the first semester: The principal was understanding, and
allowed me to vent my anger, fears, and frustrations, and found ways to
help me overeach rough spot.as it appeared. 7i

Most of These were not academic problems. Rather, thet4Lhad
1.soCidl,*econornie, OP psycho*ical roots. klanzof them were foreign to
me. I had no .knowledge of them in my home town orzollegetrdining.
This caused

my
year to be indeed "an the job training;" It was not

good for ny k siddents, and it most.certainly was:ndt good fOr me. There
is enough tO be learned in dealing with stuckk'S on your own for the

,first time so that no time should be.required for such learning experi-.
epees.
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The problems suggested by the case study, are not The only ones facing teach-
today. The job market is exceedingly tight. In many areas school populations

are down or are decreasing. This leads to declining fiscal support and school
retrenching. Increased restrictions are imposed by state, and local governments.
Many changes in form for teachers as well as for students and administrators will
be occasioned by the implementation of competency-based teacher education
(CBTE), the use of calculators andcomputers, and an increased emphasis on prob-
lem-solving and applications in the mathematics 'classroom.

In a 1974 study undertaken for HEW, Carroll and Ryder at the Ran Corpo-
ration predicted an oversupply of teachers through 1980. They developed anew -
model which suggests that other forecasts of overproduction may be rather signif-
icantly too 'pessimistic. While Carroll and Ryder predict an oversupply through
1980, they observe that it will be paralleled by declining numbers Of new teach-
ers in the 1970s. Thus, when the oversupply ends they believe "the inertia in the
system will lead to the almost immediate on-set of a, substantial and lengthy
'teacher shortage." (7:103)

The legislature' of Colorado has passed a law that all state expenditures will

be cut by 5 percent for fiscal 1977; after that they will be increased only at t
rate the population increases. This applies to state support for education as ll

as other state enterprises. The Colorado State Department of Education has insti-
tuted a requirement that all secondary teachers must have a course in the teaching .
of reading in the content areas. This is designed to provide for the student who
would otherwise slip through the cracks of the system and emerge with functional
illiteracy.

AnOther area w re there is outside pressure for change is in competency-
based teacher educa n .(CBTE). This pressure is coming from state departments
okeducation. In 1974, a survey of state-level activities on CBTE was conducted
-by the Multi-State Consortium on Performance-Based Teacher Education (PBTE).
This survey fou a e 50 states and the District of Columbia: 5 have some
form of coin etency-based certification in use; 23, report some definite official
action already taken' to move toward CBTE or 'competency certification; 23
report they are in some stage of investigating or studying the concept (18).

There is a gOod bit of controversy circulating about the concepts of CBTE
and PETE. They are being implemented to satisfy the need for accountability
being expressed in edu9tion. Critics say they do not account for many skills,

interactions, and concepts, which are not easily quantified. There is also a very
limited research base to support the ideas. Heath and Nielson believe that "an
analysis of the research n the relation between specific teacher skills and stu-

dent achievement fails t reveal an empirical basis for performance-based teacher
education." (9) They fu er state that the PBTE model "Mores what is to be
taught. . .[ and] the model . ores who is to be taught." These are strong state-
ments; nevertheless states are moving aliqad with their implementation of CBTE
or RBTE.2

9'
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Today's teacher must deal with problems and opportunities which were
rarely considered or never thought of as recently as a decade ago. The computer
and electronic calculator have come of age. Metrication is a vital issue which must
become second nature. The ideas of problem-solving and mathematical modeling
have often been given lip service, but are now forcing themselves on the teaching
community.

The rapid growth in the field of computer technology leads to the question,
"How can we best use it in the public school?" Several options'are available. The
first is as a data management tool. In this role it is possible to offer individualized

truction by having the computer keep track t what the student has learned
d ) hat he/she has yet to learn. The computer c test, store, and generally

ate an,enormous clerical problem for the teacher. Baker has reviewed a num-
ber of such applications anclakelieves that their "prom* far exceeds the present
accomplishment." (3)

Another option for computer use is., as an indefatigable tutor. Computer
assisted instruction (CAI) is another way to offer individualized instruction. Gibb
notes that ;`the immediate feedback and the undivided attention that the machine
can give. . .may be the critical need of an individual student at any given time." (8)4
While most teachers would be happy 'to have' the.rnanagenient aspect available,
some would feel threatened by the tutorie_aspect. The tutorial mode can appear
to take from the teacher a primary tugetion. However, the computer is "dumb";
while it, has a prodigious memory, it requires a dedicated_teacher to ,provide
"much time, creative thoUght, and energy...to instruct fig so it, in turn, can
instruct its students." (8)

A third computer use is as a very fast computational device for stucknts.
Kieren, McGuire, and Allison each indicate ways the computer can be used in)the
classroom (11, 13, 1). All require )a programming language: either BASIC or
FORTRAN. Atchison 'notes that "Marvin Minsky in his 1970 ACM Turing Lec-
ture remarked that eventually programming itself will become more important
even thin mathematics in early education." Thus studenti can use the computer
as a tool to develop "their ability to think, plan, created and organize for them-
selves." (2)

/
The teacher is an important pert of each of these applicaTions:Kieren offers

a model for implementation of the computer in aiding instruction. He observes
that "effectiveness is highly dependent on human planning...." (11) This plan-
ning can only be carried out by a person familiar with the computerits capabili%
ties and its limitations. Such familiarity comes from working with a computer;
it can be acquiOd in formal coursework taken by the pre-service teacher.

electronic calculator has male instant, low-cost, arithmetic accuracy
availe to everyone. There is still mu & disagreement as to its place. in the 'class-
room Several pros and cons are discussed by Machlowitz, but it seems clear that
the ele4trorift calculator is here to stay (14). Many materials are being written for
classroom use and some research hat been carried out to validate procedures.

{ I,
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Although research is inconclusive at this time, it seems to .say that the use.of the
electronioalculator doesn't hinder the learning of mathematics (5,6).

The implementation of the, metric, system or "metrication" has e ited a
considerable amount of discussion. The November 1974 issue of The Mat ematics
ieacher has several articles dealing with thisarea of concern. Since mathematics
teachers at all levels will carry the Main load in, furthering metrication, they Will

Afind especially useful a metric bibliography prepared -byi Stuart C. Cho e as
part of the Work of the Metric Implementation Committee of the National CPU Cil

--61 Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). Even now textbooks are available at the ele-
mentary level which deal exclusively with SI (Systeme International d' nites)
units -of measure (20).

Problem-solving add mathematical- modeling may e the most important
aspects of today's mathematics education. Troutman and Lichtenburg (19) decry
the practide of giving "handout sheets of problem after problem where the 'prob-

-, lem' is a computation to be carried out and the 'answer' is recorded above, below,
or on the line." They would have teachers provide realistic "situations that have
to be interpreted and that need some structure imposed on them. More often than
not, that structure involves a mathematical model." _Part of problem-solving is
"problem-posing." Various problem-posing strategies are proposed by Brawn and
are illustrated in the context of the golden rectangle of ancient Greece (4). This is
very similar to' the emphasis given by G. Polyalin his little book, Howt5Solve It
(17). Unfortunately, a teacher very often has not had these approaches modeled
in any undergraduate mathematics class and 'will find it difficult VD implement
them without specific training.

"Published recent data on the requirements in mathematics and mathematics
teaching methodology of pre-service teacher education programs are non-existent.-"-
(16:81) While this was generally tole in the area of secondary mathematics edu-
cation up until 1975, a study by McCowan in 1975 and another by Johnson and
Byars in 1977 have helped to fill the gap (12, 10). Both studies determined to
what extent colleges and universities met the Level III recommendations of the
Conunittee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM). These recom-
mendations include. the tolloWing requirements: three (semester) courses in calcu-
lus, one course in real analysk, two courses in algebra; one course in probability
and statistics, one course in ieometrY, one course in computing. Both studies dis-
covered that not all schools met all recommendatiolis. In fact, McCowin found_
that no schools in his survey required all recommended Courses. He feels that
teacher preparation falls "far short of recommendations. CUPM." It is
encouraging to note, however, that Johnson ariii Byars found that 69 percent of
their respondents "endorsed the CUPM recommetidations."Indeed many of these
respondents indicated they were working toward closer conformity with these
recommendations.

The pre-service program for secondary mathematics teachers at Metropolitan,'
State College (MSC) was designed to alleviate many of the problems outlined (15).

\ MSC has defined three componentsyor the, program of teacher education. The
.
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first part of the curriculum, general education, includes courses in communica-
tions, humanities, and natural and behavioral sciences. It is designed to allow
teachers "to serve as models of educated persons."

The second- part is the teaching major. The Secondary Education Program in
Mathematics is offered through the Department of Mathematical Sciences. CLTPM
Level IILrecommendatiOns were allowed in great measure to determine require-
ments for the major. Thus; the following courses are required:

1. Two Semesters of calculus with analytic geometry
2. One semester of proofs and abstract mathematics
3. One semester of computer science
4. Onesemester ofiktract algebra
5. Oile semester of probability and statistics
6. One semester of history of mathematics
7. One semester of foundations of geometry
8. One semester of methods of teaching mathematics

In addition, the prospective teacher must take two more courses. These are
usually chosen from calculus, number theory, linear algebra, statistics,`and com-
puter science. 1

-The major as presented is designed to reach several goals. First, it gives the
prospective teacher a solid base for teaching liost!of the courses in the secondary
school. The proofs and 'abstract mathematics course is required of all mathematics
majors and gives the tettcher candidate an opportunity to "do real mathematics."
Only the history; geometry, and methods courses were designed specifically for
the Secondary Education Program. About one-third of the students in the history
and geothetry classes- are majoring in other areas of mathematics and take these
courses as electives. .

A second goal is to prepare the teacher to the extent that graduate work in
mathematics is a real possibility. In fact, several of our teacher candidates have
decided to obtain a master's degree before teaching. Colorado also requires on-
going education for recertification purposes. Graduate-level, mathematics courses
are accessible to our graduates. .

A few of our teacher education majors decide, either before or after gradu-
ation, thqlliey will not teach. The program as, resented allows them, to pursue
other career goals with relatively little additidnal coursework. Qther students find
that teaching is not "their cup of tea" after being in the field for some time. They
also have a good base to work from in a retraining 'effort.

The methods course is designed to make the'student aware of professional
aspects of the teaching of secondary mathematics. Topics from the history. of
teaching mathematics are covered with emphasis on the period from 1900 to the
present. Lear1iipg theories as they apply to teaching mathematics are discussed.
This allows eaclystudent tb develop and formalize a personal thedry of teaching.

AirAn-z3.!.
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Ordering and pacing of material and evaluation are considered in the light of this
theory. Various audiovisual capabilities are developed. Stud nts .are asked to cre-
ate an overhead projector set for a daily lesson. They pr a tape cassette .unit

, for self-help. They give °three class presentations of , I nut length. This
forces them ,to organize their material !flitch better . : gplar class-length
presentation might. One of these presentation ; ' ,

1+ ,
ve tudents the5,(4--

chance to pick up problems in speaking before a 'gr*,1'1),', 4. :
"40',JrA

y might not
otherwise become aware. Each creates an annotate,- . i'r,.,:vq- :secondary
mathematics library. In additio , eac' tutors at tif.V. ,_.-,C'f. "I two ho
week for the semester. All this is I ,.- with a view Alvb ..; very successful

,- : t-i; 4 ,..ccessfin teachingstudent-teaching' experience and, m re important t-t:
exkrience: ,. 4 .#,N_. /

The final component of the MSC program is the op .. of professional
educationVourses. This consists ofoclinical and labor: t,41$1, ences as well
as . classroom lectures and seminars Which are give ...' semester
blocks. The first block is theory and pracyce of soma :rlith,I. ases of Sec-
ondary schools. Here the clinical aspect in the public schbo $

.
.

.. o eacher candi-
dates to deal with problems and needs of adolescents from.divee ethnic and cul-
tural backgrounds. The next block deals with the theory of the psychological and
physiological bases of secondary education. This allows the teacher to develop a
theory of learning and strategies for the "exceptional", child in the classroom. The
final block is a group of three courses in the.processes of education. This segment
includes general materials and techniques, and the Use of media in the classroom..
It also includes a laboratory experience in the community schools where4he stu-
dent is asked to tutor in an individual and small group situation.

, After all coursework is completed, the student-teaching experience is taken
in an accredited public or private secondary school. Here increasing responsibility
is taken' for teaching, supervision, and direction of an identified group of learners.
This is the final supervised experience before the teaching credential is awarded.

In addition to requited courses and 'formal work toward the bachelor's
degfee, all 'teacher candidates must complete at least 200 clock hours of volunteer
work. Candidates work with adolescents in the age bracket they intend to teach.
%Volunteer work may be accomplished with groups such as Boy Scouts, Girl
-Svouts, church groups, volunteer tutor programs and similar activities. It is to be
completed by the end of the sophomore year.

The MSC program is designed to expose the prospective teacher to the gamut
of possible experiences in a nonthreatening atmosphere. It treats both theory and
practice in' Situations of gradnaky increasing responsibility. It appears to be a suc-
cessful prOgraini Our graduates hate been enthusiastically received and have found
positions when graduates of other.Institutions have been told none exist.

. . %, . )1.
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In Matheniatics Teacher ucation : Critical
Issues and Trends the E ri Douglas B. Aichele,
comments: "Mathem ics teaching today faces.
.thefUture reallittlerecertainty of its goals

, .and little Optimism concerning its potential
effectiVeriesS;lhit bleak outlook has resulted-
largely from the ladk of hard, research data as a'
batis formaking decisions.7 He stresses the
Significance of the 1975 NACME report which

v.
capplized upon seweral current nationwide

"41,:

researph projects andblearly-has significant and
far-reaching iml)Iications for mathematics teacher
edUcetiOn-at all-levels.-It provides the central
theme or core: for MatheMatics Teacher Education :
Critical Issuesghd Trends.

This publiCation in the NEA Professional
'.StudiesSeries begins with a i-eearC13:supriorted.

discussion of several timely topics facing mathe-
: Matics educators, and is followed by five specific

aspects of mathematics teacher education.
Kathryn Castle ainsiders the areas of kinder-

,

_garter"( mtithernatrc. Si John Mihalko discusses
:',Meth anxiety, individualization, and learning
.` theory as they relate to mathematics teacher

education;-Frank Rogers reviews the training of
teachers.for junior and senior high sChOols; Karen
$kuldt describes a graduate in-service K-12 work -

shop poOtie; and Earl Hasz focuses onsome of
31;4 chbllenges facing secortndarY MitheMatics
'teacher education in an urban environment: ,

.°, Mathematics Teaching EdUCation:Critical
'...ISsues.and Trends presents a variety of.over-
Views. position pipers,. and program descriptions
which can provide: a more objective base for
making dedisions in mathernatics teacher
educatiort.Thconsultants on this project have
indicated the book Wipe helpful for, individual
teachers; as a; resoUrcelor.an in-service project

:..On the toCaf,leYel, and as reference and resource
iffietirial for mathernatics department libraries.
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